
Antique sale 821 to be held on 09th February and 10th February of 2022

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

9th of February
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

9th of February
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 1.30pm

9th of February
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 2.45pm

10th of February
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Sale starts at 10am

10th of February
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 10.30am

10th of February
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 11am

10th of February
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 921
Not before 11.30am

PUBLIC VIEWING

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A George III silver rounded rectangular vinaigrette of plain form with engraved monogram and geometric
pierced gilt grill, London 1808, maker I A, 33mm, 19.7 gram, together with a Tessiers Ltd box ( photo centre
pages ) £80-120

2 A cast silver model of a horse 49 grams, 6cm £80-100

3 An Edwardian silver hammer pattern timepiece with scroll handle on bun feet, Birmingham 1907, engraved
with presentation inscription 11cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-140

This timepiece is not working, 2 of the feet are squashed, the door does not close tightly and there are some
minor dents

4 A cast silver figure of a standard poodle 6cm, ditto of a retriever 62.9 grams £50-75

5 A silver pierced boat shaped dish, Sheffield 1930 16cm, 54 grams £30-50

There are some minor dents

6 A pair of silver mounted cut glass table salts in the form of swans 11cm £75-95

7 A modern Sterling quartz timepiece 6cm, 2 enamelled boxes £30-40

8 A pair of silver plated salts in the form of swans with cranberry glass liners 9cm together with a pair of plated
mounted moulded glass ditto 8cm £30-40

9 A cast silver model of a hare 32.9 grams, 4cm £30-50

10 A silver 3 piece condiment set with 2 spoons, Birmingham 1955 together with a pair of 800 standard salts 286
grams £80-120

11 A Continental repousse silver mounted coaster decorated with classical figures 12cm £30-40

12 An Edwardian silver mounted toilet jar Birmingham 1904 4cm together with a silver mounted sugar shaker
£30-50

13 A cast silver model of a horse 49 grams, 7cm £80-120

14 A repousse silver heart shaped wafer box decorated with religious motifs 34.2 grams, 6.5cm London 1937
£30-40

Hinge to loop a/f

15 A Victorian tapered green glass vase contained in a plated rustic base 42cm £50-70

16 A silver mounted cut glass table salt in the form of a swan 10cm, ditto 7cm and 2 spoons £40-60

17 A Victorian silver mounted condiment London 1859, repousse decorated with scrolling flowers and vacant
cartouches, raised on scroll feet, maker RD 26cm with 1 (ex 6) silver mounted bottle £60-80

18 A pair of silver mounted cut glass table salts in the form of swans 11cm £80-100

19 A Victorian canteen of silver Old English cutlery comprising 5 tablespoons, 5 dessert spoons, 11 dinner forks,
5 dessert forks, with engraved armorial, London 1894, 1700 grams ( photo centre pages ) £450-650

20 Six silver fish knives with shell grips, Sheffield 1872 (1 a/f) £40-60

21 A set of 6 George IV silver meat knives with shell grips London 1824 £50-70

All grips loose

22 Six Victorian silver fiddle pattern dessert spoons, 5 dessert forks and 6 dinner forks, all with engraved
monogram 1148 grams, London 1874 £350-450

23 Six Old English pattern table silver spoons with engraved monogram, George IV, London 1826 and 1828, 458
grams £150-200
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24 A George III silver ladle London 1790, 56 grams £30-50

25 A silver and guilloche enamel pill box (bruised) together with other minor enamelled boxes etc £100-130

The blue enamel box has a chip to the side and several to the lid and around the hinge. It has a diameter of
4.5cm, is 1.5cm high and weighs 42g

26 A set of 6 silver handled butter knives with fancy handles, Sheffield 1913 £30-40

27 A modern Sterling silver and enamelled novelty vesta in the form of sentry box 37 grams, 55mm £110-140

28 An Edwardian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife Sheffield 1903 and 2 others £30-40

29 A modern novelty silver pin cushion in the form of a kangaroo 42mm, 22 grams £50-70

30 Four Old English Victorian silver tea spoons together with a silver handled serving fork 90 grams £30-40

31 A modern cast silver circular vesta with double cat masks 52 grams, 4cm £150-180

32 A silver Christening mug Birmingham 1913, a salt, a toilet jar, a brush and candlestick, 82 grams £40-50

33 A pair of Victorian cast silver butter dishes in the form of shells, raised on shell feet, London 1875, 11cm, 216
grams £400-450

34 Four Old English silver dinner forks London 1866 together with a teaspoon 298 grams £80-100

35 A pair of Victorian style cast silver table salts in the form of shells, raised on dolphin feet with 2 similar spoons,
rubbed marks, 110 grams £150-180

36 A Persian white metal engraved scalloped bowl 21cm £30-50

37 A set of 6 Victorian silver Old English teaspoons Exeter 1867, 132 grams £70-90

38 Two silver plated lily pattern ladles £30-40

39 A yellow metal novelty propelling pencil, pocket knife and rule, engraved J C Vickery 181 and 183 Regent
Street, 8cm £200-250

This lot has a dent and a small split to the ruler and some small dents to the pencil. All moving parts function
though are fairly stiff. The lead size is 1.2mm. The lot is made from an unmarked yellow metal.

40 Two silver plated lily pattern ladles £30-40

41 A 19th Century Continental 800 standard circular compact, the enamelled cover decorated with a portrait of a
lady 6cm, 72 grams gross £380-440

42 A pair of silver plated lily pattern basting spoons £30-40

43 Seven silver plated fiddle pattern dessert spoons and 2 ditto forks £20-30

44 Four early Georgian silver table spoons, 256 grams, marks rubbed £140-180

45 A cased pair of silver plated lily pattern berry spoons, 1 other pair £30-40

46 A silver plated 3 light candelabrum 18cm £30-40

47 An Edwardian silver presentation trophy (lacking handles), 4 teaspoons 284 grams together with a silver
backed hand mirror (a/f) £80-100

48 A pair of Edwardian silver plated lily pattern fish servers together with a set of fish eaters for 6 £20-30

49 An Edwardian silver plated mounted frosted glass biscuit barrel £20-30

50 A silver plated 4 piece tea set with ebony mounts £30-40

51 An Edwardian silver plated lily pattern fish slice together with a cased pair of fish servers £30-40

52 Three pairs of silver plated lily pattern servers £25-35

53 Three silver plated 19th Century toddy ladles and minor plated cutlery £30-40

54 A silver plated condiment stand with 7 matched bottles £30-40

55 A silver mounted glass toilet jar Birmingham 1948, a silver mounted paper knife and 1 other toilet jar £40-50

56 A silver plated mounted hip flask, a pair of silver sugar tongs, 5 butter knives and a moonstone bracelet £30-50

57 An Edwardian silver plated mounted cut glass biscuit barrel and stand £40-50
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58 A pair of silver plated tapered posy vases 38cm £30-50

Both have numerous dents

59 A Victorian silver engraved goblet shaped trophy London 1874, 280 grams 21cm, a ditto 418 grams 24cm
£800-900

60 Three Edwardian silver plated lily pattern servers £25-35

61 A cased set of fish servers, minor cutlery and plated wares £30-40

62 A Persian white metal sword blade 116 grams and minor Eastern jewellery etc £40-60

63 A Victorian style silver plated repousse tea kettle on stand with burner together with a plated floral table display
£30-40

64 A silver pedestal bon bon dish Birmingham 1910, 70 grams, 10cm and minor plated wares £30-50

65 A pair of Corinthian column silver plated candlesticks 20cm and minor plated wares £30-50

66 A set of 4 silver plated candlesticks 28cm and minor cutlery £30-40

All sticks are a/f, 2 sconces are missing

67 A pair of silver plated Adam style oval candlesticks, retailed by Harrods 30cm £40-60

68 A silver plated muffin dish and cover and minor plated wares £20-30

69 An Edwardian cut glass, silver plated mounted claret jug with scroll spout 28cm £40-60

70 A Victorian sovereign 1887 £300-350

71 A Victorian sovereign 1889 £300-350

72 A Victorian sovereign 1889 £300-350

73 A Victorian sovereign 1889 £300-350

74 A Victorian sovereign 1889 £300-350

75 A Victorian sovereign 1891 £300-350

76 A Victorian sovereign 1891 £300-350

77 A Victorian sovereign 1891 £300-350

78 A Victorian sovereign 1891 £300-350

79 A Victorian sovereign 1892 £300-350

80 A Victorian sovereign 1893 £300-350

81 A Victorian sovereign 1893 £300-350

82 A Victorian sovereign 1893 £300-350

83 A Victorian sovereign 1896 £300-350

84 A Victorian sovereign 1896 £300-350

85 A Victorian sovereign 1896 £300-350

86 A Victorian sovereign 1896 £300-350

87 A Victorian sovereign 1898 £300-350

88 A Victorian sovereign 1899 £300-350

89 A Victorian sovereign 1899 £300-350

90 A Victorian sovereign 1899 £300-350

91 A Victorian sovereign 1899 £300-350

92 A Victorian sovereign 1899 £300-350

93 A Victorian sovereign 1899 £300-350

94 A Victorian sovereign 1900 £300-350

95 A Victorian sovereign 1900 £300-350

96 A Victorian sovereign 1900 £300-350

97 A Victorian sovereign 1901 £300-350
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98 An Edwardian sovereign 1905 £300-350

99 An Edwardian sovereign 1906 £300-350

100 An Edwardian sovereign 1907 £300-350

101 An Edwardian sovereign 1907 £300-350

102 An Edwardian sovereign 1907 £300-350

103 An Edwardian sovereign 1907 £300-350

104 An Edwardian sovereign 1907 £300-350

105 An Edwardian sovereign 1908 £300-350

106 An Edwardian sovereign 1908 £300-350

107 An Edwardian sovereign 1908 £300-350

108 An Edwardian sovereign 1909 £300-350

109 An Edwardian sovereign 1909 £300-350

110 An Edwardian sovereign 1909 £300-350

111 An Edwardian sovereign 1910 £300-350

112 An Edwardian sovereign 1910 £300-350

113 An Edwardian sovereign 1910 £300-350

114 An Edwardian sovereign 1910 £300-350

115 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

116 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

117 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

118 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

119 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

120 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

121 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

122 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

123 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

124 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

125 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

126 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

127 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

128 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

129 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

130 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

131 A George V sovereign 1912 £300-350

132 A George V sovereign 1913 £300-350

133 A George V sovereign 1913 £300-350

134 A George V sovereign 1913 £300-350

135 A George V sovereign 1913 £300-350

136 A George V sovereign 1913 £300-350

137 A George V sovereign 1914 £300-350

138 A George V sovereign 1914 £300-350

139 A George V sovereign 1914 £300-350

140 A George V sovereign 1915 £300-350

141 A George V sovereign 1915 £300-350
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142 A George V sovereign 1926 £300-350

143 A George V sovereign 1927 £300-350

144 A George V sovereign 1928 £300-350

145 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1959 £300-350

146 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1962 £300-350

147 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1963 £300-350

148 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1963 £300-350

149 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1964 £300-350

150 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1964 £300-350

151 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1964 £300-350

152 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1964 £300-350

153 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1964 £300-350

154 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1965 £300-350

155 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1966 £300-350

156 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1966 £300-350

157 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1967 £300-350

158 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1967 £300-350

159 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1967 £300-350

160 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1968 £300-350

161 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1968 £300-350

162 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1974 £300-350

163 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1974 £300-350

164 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1974 £300-350

165 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1979 £300-350

166 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1979 £300-350

167 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1979 £300-350

168 An Elizabeth II sovereign 1980 £300-350

169 An Elizabeth II sovereign 2000 £300-350

170 A Victorian half sovereign 1887 £150-200

171 A Victorian half sovereign 1890 £150-200

172 A Victorian half sovereign 1890 £150-200

173 A Victorian half sovereign 1895 £150-200

174 A Victorian half sovereign 1898 £150-200

175 A Victorian half sovereign 1900 £150-200

176 A Victorian half sovereign 1900 £150-200

177 A Victorian half sovereign 1901 £150-200

178 A Victorian half sovereign 1901 £150-200

179 An Edwardian half sovereign 1907 £150-200

180 An Edwardian half sovereign 1907 £150-200

181 An Edwardian half sovereign 1909 £150-200

182 An Edwardian half sovereign 1910 £150-200

183 An Edwardian half sovereign 1910 £150-200

184 An Edwardian half sovereign 1910 £150-200

185 A George V half sovereign 1911 £150-200
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186 A George V half sovereign 1911 £150-200

187 A George V half sovereign 1911 £150-200

188 A George V half sovereign 1911 £150-200

189 A George V half sovereign 1911 £150-200

190 A George V half sovereign 1912 £150-200

191 A George V half sovereign 1912 £150-200

192 A George V half sovereign 1912 £150-200

193 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

194 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

195 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

196 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

197 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

198 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

199 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

200 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

201 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

202 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

203 A George V half sovereign 1913 £150-200

204 A George V half sovereign 1914 £150-200

205 A George V half sovereign 1914 £150-200

206 A George V half sovereign 1914 £150-200

207 A George V half sovereign 1914 £150-200

208 A George V half sovereign 1915 £150-200

209 A George V half sovereign 1925 £150-200

210 A George V sovereign 1911 £300-350

211 A George V half sovereign 1914 £150-200

212 A Georg Jensen silver pedestal tazza decorated with grapes on a spiral stem no.265 12cm, 248 grams
£500-600

The makers mark is scratched

213 A silver engine turned cigarette case Chester 1918, gross 98 grams £30-50

214 A pair of Victorian cast silver table salts with gilt interiors and scroll decoration on scroll feet London 1847, 346
grams, 12cm £400-500

215 A silver scallop shallow dish Birmingham 1988 10.5cm, 74 grams £30-40

216 A George III silver wine coaster with scroll rim, London 1808, 16cm £200-250

217 A silver 2 handled trophy cup London 1881, with presentation inscription, 246 grams, 12cm £60-80

218 A set of 5 George III silver Old English teaspoons 112 grams, London 1879 £70-90

219 A silver mounted toilet bottle 11cm together with a ditto thimble £25-35

220 A pair of Continental white metal pierced candlesticks 15cm £35-45

221 A Sterling silver ladle, 3 plated spoons and condiments 60 grams £30-40

222 Six matched silver fiddle pattern dessert spoons, mixed dates, 220 grams £120-150

223 A George III silver tablespoon, 2 teaspoons, fork and an egg cup, 216 grams £50-75

224 A silver 5 piece condiment set with spoons on pad feet Birmingham 1929 and 1930, 198 grams, cased £70-90

225 A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Birmingham 1951, 64 grams £30-40
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226 Three Victorian silver Scottish ladles with whalebone handles Edinburgh, an Irish ditto rubbed marks, (all a/f)
£160-190

227 A Edwardian silver plated pierced belt 74cm £20-30

228 A Georgian white metal whalebone ladle with coin set base £40-50

229 A Victorian silver miniature shaker 3cm and a Continental white metal group of a rider and 3 hounds 33 grams
£50-75

230 A novelty silver plated propelling pencil in the form of a hammer and 2 others 50 £50-75

231 A contemporary silver photograph frame, boxed 19cm x 14cm £80-100

232 A modern novelty sterling silver pin cushion in the form of a goat 3.5cm £40-60

233 A modern sterling silver pin cushion in the form of a ram 4cm £60-70

234 A Sterling silver money clip 16 grams £30-40

235 Three 925 standard key rings gross weight 35 grams £75-95

236 A modern Sterling silver fox pin cushion 6cm £60-70

237 A modern Sterling silver shell box 3.5cm 17 grams £50-70

238 A modern Sterling silver bear's head whistle 13.5 grams 4cm £30-40

239 A modern 925 standard horse rider bookmark 8cm, 9.3 grams £30-40

240 A modern Sterling silver frog whistle 4cm, 16 grams £50-70

241 A modern Sterling silver rabbit bookmark 4.4 grams, 5.5cm £20-30

242 A modern Sterling silver repousse bear rattle teether 8cm £60-70

243 A modern Sterling silver bookmark in the form of an elephants head 5cm, 4.4 grams £20-30

244 A modern Sterling silver bookmark with dogs head handle 3.7 grams, together with 2 silver plated napkin rings
£30-40

245 A modern white metal cocktail stirrer, 6.2 grams £25-35

246 A pair of modern 925 standard paste set horsehead and horseshoe cufflinks, 8.6 grams £35-45

247 A pair of modern Sterling silver square cufflinks 12.2 grams £50-70

248 A pair of Sterling silver button shaped cufflinks 10.9 grams £35-45

249 A modern 925 standard bottle stopper £20-30

250 A modern 925 standard bottle stopper with a cricketer finial £25-35

251 An Edwardian novelty silver vesta in the form of a heart together with 3 boxes £80-100

252 Omega, a gentleman's steel cased Omega Speedmaster Professional chronograph manual wristwatch, the
reverse inscribed "Flight qualified by NASA for all manned space missions, the first watch worn on the moon",
with black tachymeter bezel having a black dial with 3 subsidiary dials for seconds, 30 minutes and 12 hour
registers, having fluorescent batons and white fluorescent hands, the 40mm case no.ST145022, the
movement numbered 46877475, having an internal dust cover, contained in a screw back case with
Speedmaster emblem, with Omega crown, contained on a Omega Seamaster bracelet no.1171/1, together
with an original black leather and chromium mounted omega and strap ( photo centre pages ) £2000-3000

There are scratches and chips to the bezel and minor scratches to the case and bracelet, the glass is probably
replaced and not marked with the Omega logo, this watch is in running order but has no box or papers
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253 A 14ct yellow gold flatlink necklace and minor 14ct jewellery 33.7 grams £300-400

254 A 9ct yellow gold emerald and seed pearl bangle, 15.7 grams gross, 57mm diam. 5mm deep ( photo centre
pages ) £200-250

255 An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring approx. 1.5ct, 7.8 grams, size N 1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

256 A 9ct yellow gold necklace and minor gold jewellery 13.1 grams £150-180

257 A yellow metal ring size M and minor gold jewellery, 35 grams £350-450

258 A two colour yellow metal Greek key pattern bangle, stamped 585, 18.8 grams £200-250

259 Two, 22ct yellow gold wedding bands, size N and N 1/2, 11 grams £200-250

260 A two colour metal flat link Greek key pattern necklace stamped 750, 20.9 grams £300-350

261 A vintage yellow gold 10k dress ring size M and 5 others (1 cut), gross 17.8 grams £80-120

262 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring set with a citrine size P, ditto with a cabuchon garnet size P 1/2, 13.4
grams gross £100-150

263 A 9ct yellow gold etched bangle, gross weight 13 grams £130-160

264 Dunhill, an Art Deco 9ct yellow gold Dunhill engine turned cigarette lighter with white metal initials JC, stamped
Asprey & Co Limited, New Bond Street, no.143752 4.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

265 A platinum 5 stone diamond ring 2.09ct, size M, 6.2 grams £3100-3500

266 A 14ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set bracelet 10.2 grams, 19.5cm £240-280

267 An Edwardian style yellow metal fox head ring, decorated with diamonds and ruby set eyes, size Q, 2 grams
£240-280

268 A pair of yellow metal oval onyx cufflinks, gross weight 10.7 grams £50-75

269 Two, 22ct yellow gold wedding bands, size M and and N 1/2, 6 grams £120-140

270 An 18ct white gold Art Deco style emerald and diamond cluster ring, the square cut emerald 0.97ct, the brilliant
cut diamonds 0.12ct and the 2 tapered baguette cut diamonds 0.15ct, 4.1 grams, size O 1/2 £1250-1450

271 An Edwardian 9ct yellow gold gem set pendant and 2 9ct yellow gold crosses 4.5 grams, gross £50-75

272 An Art Deco style platinum, baguette and brilliant cut diamond ring approx. 0.7ct, 4.9 grams, size O £850-1000

273 A silver moonstone and green stone dress ring, size M, 6 grams £100-140

274 An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size P together with a 22ct yellow gold band with a yellow metal
mount, 3 grams gross £70-90

275 An Art Deco style platinum aquamarine and diamond ring, the rectangular cut aquamarine 3cts, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.15ct, size M 1/2, 4.5 grams £650-750

276 A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring, 3.6 grams, size R £50-75

277 An 18ct white gold Art Deco style aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 7.93ct, the brilliant
cut diamonds to the shoulders approx. 0.5ct, size N, 8.2 grams £2100-2500

278 Three 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, size M, 6.3 grams £50-75

279 An 18ct white gold baguette and brilliant cut diamond ring, 4 grams, size L £400-500

280 An 18ct white gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.92ct, 3 grams, size M, with a WGI certificate £1250-1450

281 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring, 18.2 grams, size V 1/2 £150-200

282 An 18ct white gold oval tanzanite and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.54ct, the tapered baguettes
approx. 0.15ct and the brilliant cut diamonds 0.42ct, 3.5 grams, size N £1600-1900

283 A pair of 14ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set ear drops for pierced ears, 3.5 grams gross £100-140

284 A 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond gypsy ring approx. 0.20ct, size O, 3.2 grams £80-120

285 An 18ct white gold oval Kyanite and diamond oval cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.29ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.52ct, size N, 3.4 grams £1050-1150
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286 A 9ct yellow gold bar brooch set with an aquamarine and seed pearls 2.7 grams, 55mm £40-60

287 Two 18ct single stone diamond set rings, size L and M 1/2, 4.5 grams £60-80

288 A yellow metal 10ct stamped hollow link bracelet 19.5 grams £180-220

289 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold onyx and diamond signet ring, 6.9 grams gross, size O £60-80

290 A platinum oval aquamarine and diamond 3 stone ring, the centre stone 1.25ct, the 2 brilliant cut diamonds
0.45ct, size O, 3.2 grams £650-750

291 A 9ct yellow gold gem set smokey quartz ring size N and 6 others, 22.7 grams £150-200

292 A pair of yellow metal, 18k, cufflinks, 2 ditto tie clips and a 14k yellow metal tie clip, gross weight 17.5 grams
£150-200

293 An 18ct single stone diamond ring 0.4ct, size N, 2.4 grams £200-250

294 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold paste set signet ring, 5.8 grams, size P £100-150

295 An 18ct white gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 2.05ct, the tapered baguettes and
brilliant cut diamonds 0.85ct, 3.8 grams, size N 1/2 £1850-2100

296 A 14ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set ring, 3.5 grams, size N £100-140

297 A yellow metal 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, 4.8 grams, size S £150-200

298 A pair of yellow metal jade cufflinks, a ditto tie stud and tie clip, gross weight 15.8 grams £150-200

299 A 9ct yellow gold pearl bar brooch 1.9 grams gross 4cm £35-45

300 A platinum princess and brilliant cut diamond ring 0.7ct, size N, 2.7 grams £550-650

301 An 18ct white gold pear cut sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 2.05ct, 10 brilliant cut
diamonds 1.05ct, size N, 4.3 grams £1900-2200

302 A 14ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set necklace 14 grams, 43cm £320-360

303 An Edwardian style 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, the oval cut emerald approx. 1.8ct, the brilliant
cut diamonds 0.3ct, 3.2 grams, size O £700-800

304 A platinum Edwardian style oval tanzanite and diamond ring, the centre stone 1.35ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
0.54ct, size N 1/2, 4.8 grams £900-1100

305 A silver cased keywind Victorian pocket watch, Chester 1899 contained in a 53mm case together with a
mechanical ditto Birmingham 1930 £50-75

Both watches are working

306 A Victorian silver mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock contained in a 48mm case London 1888,
an Edwardian ditto in a 50mm case London 1904 £50-75

Both watches are in working order

307 An Edwardian silver cased mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, London 1904 in a 48mm case
together with a ditto London 1901 in a 50mm case £50-75

Both are in working order

308 A silver mechanical pocket watch Birmingham 1945 in a 50mm case, a ditto Birmingham 1936 in a 50mm
case, both with seconds at 6 o'clock £50-75

Both watches are in working order

309 Three Victorian silver mechanical pocket watches with seconds at 6 o'clock, London 1885 contained in a
50mm case, an 1888 ditto in a 48cmm case and a London 1894 ditto in a 52mm case £100-150

All are in working order

310 A gilt cased half hunter mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, 1 other with seconds at 6 o'clock
(lacking a hand), both in 50mm cases £50-75

Both watches are not working
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311 A Victorian silver key wind pocket watch Chester 1897 in a 55mm case and a ditto Chester 1900 in a 52mm
case £50-75

Both watches are not working

312 A Victorian keywind silver cased pocket watch Chester 1898 and a ditto Chester 1899, both in 52mm case
£50-75

Both watches are not working

313 A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch London 1877 in a 50mm case together with a mechanical ditto Chester
1902 in a 52mm case £50-75

Neither watch are working

314 An Edwardian silver cased mechanical pocket watch Birmingham 1885 in a 50mm case and a ditto Chester
1901 in a 52mm case £50-75

Neither watch are working

315 Two Victorian silver pocket watches, 1 keywind London 1889 in a 52mm case and a mechanical London 1897,
48mm case £50-75

Neither watch are working

316 Two Victorian silver key wind pocket watches, Chester 1899 52mm and Chester 1899 52mm £50-75

Neither watch are working and 1 glass is missing

317 A metal cased Goliath pocket watch 70mm, together with a metal cased mechanical pocket watch 52mm
£40-60

Both watches are working

318 A 925 standard keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, contained in a 50mm case 2 metal cased
pocket watches with mechanical movements £30-50

None of the watches are working, the 1st watch case is severely dented

319 A gentleman's steel cased Seiko quartz calendar day/date wristwatch on a leather strap, boxed £40-60

320 A gentleman's steel cased Rotary chronograph 3 dial calendar wristwatch contained in a steel case on a
leather strap £30-40

This watch is  not working

321 A gentleman's steel cased Ochstin automatic calendar wristwatch contained in a steel case on a leather strap
£30-40

322 A 9ct yellow gold sprung bangle with steel interior £30-40

323 A silver marcasite ring and minor rings and costume jewellery £30-40

324 A silver and fossil signet ring (cut) £20-30

325 A silver heart shaped pendant and necklace together with an Art Deco necklace and earrings £30-40

326 A cultured pearl necklace with 9ct yellow gold clasp 48cm, together with a Lotus pearl box £40-60

327 A gilt tie pin and minor costume jewellery £20-30

328 A silver and amberoid brooch and minor costume and other jewellery including a gold enamelled pin £50-75

329 A collection of African and other bead necklaces £30-40

330 A gentleman's silver cased keywind pocket watch (a/f) and minor costume jewellery £40-60

331 A Victorian gilt memoriam brooch and minor costume jewellery £40-50

332 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £30-40

333 A quantity of vintage and later paste jewellery £40-60

334 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery including a jet etc £30-40

335 A carved antler horn brooch depicting a reclining deer, a mounted purse and an oval mirror £100-120

336 A quantity of minor costume jewellery including watch parts, watch keys etc £30-50
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337 A silver plated cased set of fish eaters and minor plated wares £30-50

338 An Edwardian silver dish in the shape of a heart Birmingham 1904, 3 napkin rings, 2 thimbles, a lidded jar and
rattle, weighable silver 106 grams £40-60

339 A Georgian silver teaspoon, London 1820 and minor spoons, gross weight 270 grams £60-90

340 A 19th Century Continental white metal caddy spoon with a figural handle, 2 others with repousse decoration
70 grams £30-40

341 An Art Deco silver plated mounted lemon squeezer with wooden base 34cm £50-75

342 An Edwardian silver plated mounted oak 3 bottle tantalus with silver labels £80-120

343 An Art Deco silver plated cocktail shaker and minor and plated wares £40-60

344 A silver plated mounted Edwardian spirit jug with lion finial 33cm £40-60

345 A silver 3 light candelabrum of tapered form, Birmingham 1971, 24cm together with 2 tapered silver posy
vases (both a/f) £40-60

346 A set of 10 silver medallions - The Queens Beasts Birmingham 1976, 484 grams, cased £250-300

347 A gentleman's gilt cased Omega automatic Seamaster wristwatch together with minor ladies and gentlemans
wristwatches £40-60

The Omega is distressed and not working, water damaged dial

348 A Victorian silver vinaigrette rubbed marks (broken hinge), a shell shaped butter dish, lidded jar and button
hook, weighable silver 66 grams £30-40

349 A pair of Edwardian silver pierced tazzas with fruit and scroll borders Sheffield 1904, 27cm, 992 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400

350 A pair of Edwardian silver tapered posy vases Sheffield 1905 18cm, a larger pair Birmingham 1905 20cm
£80-120

One of the larger pair is bent

351 A pair of silver plated cast Rococo style candlesticks with scroll decoration 25cm £30-40

352 A silver backed engine turned hand mirror and hairbrush Birmingham 1945, 5 mounted toilet jars £40-60

353 A 19th Century Continental white metal and enamelled Hungarian trinket box raised on hoof feet with later
figural finial 9cm, 210 grams £250-280

Most of the enamel is missing, there is a scratch to the lid and the knights finial is a later addition.

354 A silver and marcasite bird brooch and minor silver jewellery £30-40

355 A collection of minor vintage costume jewellery £30-40

356 An Art Deco silver engine turned cigarette case with engraved inscription Birmingham 1931, gross weight 133
grams £40-60

357 An ebonised walking cane with silver collar Birmingham 1923, a riding crop and a Gucci metal mounted wood
letterack £30-40

358 A silver plated entree set, teapot and sugar bowl £25-35

359 An 18ct white gold square cut emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.11ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.92ct, 4.5 grams, size O £1300-1500

360 A yellow metal citrine single stone ring 18mm x 16mm, size K 1/2, gross weight 11.6 grams £300-500

360a An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond up finger ring, 3.7 grams, size P £60-90

360b Two silver Scottish hardstone brooches in the form of a dirk and a sword £40-60

360c A pair of 9ct yellow gold mounted drop coral earrings 45mm together with a yellow metal coral ring £50-75

360d An 18ct yellow gold single stone gypsy ring 0.03ct, 2.5 grams £40-60

360e A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 10.5 grams, size L 1/2 £200-250

360f An Austrian 4 ducat gold coin 1915 Franz Joseph I facing right, 14 grams ( photo centre pages ) £450-550
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360g A Victorian sovereign 1901 £300-350

360h A Victorian half sovereign 1887 £150-180

360j A 15ct gold bar brooch and minor yellow metal jewellery, gross 22 grams £80-120

360k A lady's 9ct yellow gold half hunter wristwatch with ditto sprung bracelet, gross weight including movement
19.9 grams £80-120

The watch is not working

360l A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold and onyx signet ring 11.3 grams, size U £100-150

361 A white metal aquamarine and diamond ring, the rectangular cut stone 15mm x 12mm with 10 brilliant cut
diamonds, each approx, 0.01ct, gross weight 7.2 grams, size M 1/2 £500-700

362 A 9ct five stone oval cabochon amethyst ring size M 1/2, 5.1 grams £150-200

363 A pair of 18ct white gold oval emerald and diamond pierced ear studs, the emeralds 2.96ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.8ct, 4.2 grams £1600-1800

364 A yellow metal, 18k, 7 stone amethyst bracelet, each stone 23mm L x 17mm W x 10mm D, 19cm, gross weight
62.4 grams ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

365 A pair of yellow metal jade cufflinks 25mm x 15mm, a matching yellow metal tie clip, gross weight 17.7 grams
£150-180

366 A Victorian yellow gold oval brooch, (possibly ex pendant), with an oval cut amethyst 25mm x 17cmm x 10mm
deep, surrounded by 27 brilliant cut diamonds (1 replaced), approx. 1.5ct, surmounted by a ribbon crest, with a
9ct replaced pin, gross weight 13 grams ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

There is some later lead work to the reverse, the pin is replaced and 1 diamond has been replaced

367 A yellow metal smoky quartz ring, size P, 5.4 grams £100-150

368 A pair of yellow metal circular ear clips (non pierced) set with 12 diamonds, each 0.03ct and each with 1
amethyst 12mm x 8mm, each with 6 seed pearls, gross weight 15.4 grams ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

369 A contemporary plated vase holder 25cm £40-50

370 A George III silver repousse helmet shaped cream jug decorated with fruits, having a vacant cartouche London
1800, 118 grams, 13cm £50-75

371 A Victorian repousse silver baluster mug with fancy scroll handle decorated with flowers, London 1861, 118
grams, 8cm £50-75

372 A Continental white metal cylindrical pepper, engraved and with ribbed decoration 78 grams, 8cm £30-50

373 A silver cream jug with ribbed decoration on lion knees with claw feet, 122 grams, 10cm, marks are rubbed
£40-60

374 A silver cream jug with ribbed decoration on shell knees and hoof feet London 1906, 70 grams, 17cm £30-50

375 A Swedish silver cream jug and sugar with floral decoration and vacant cartouches and gilt interiors on scroll
feet 186 grams £40-60

376 A Victorian silver pierced bon bon dish decorated with flowers Sheffield 1898, 15cm, 112 grams £50-75

377 A silver mustard with blue glass liner Birmingham 1921 and 4 other mixed condiments, gross weight 184
grams £50-75

378 A Victorian silver hexagonal cream jug decorated with scrolls and vacant cartouche on scroll feet, London
1847, 260 grams, 14cm £70-90

379 A William IV silver 2 handled baluster sugar bowl with engraved armorial and gilt interior on shell feet London
1840, 476 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

380 A Naval General Service medal 1848 to Edward Codd.Lieut.R.N., lacking its suspender together with an
unnamed Baltic medal 1854 to 1855 ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
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380a A George II shilling 1758 £50-75

380b Six pre-1947 half crowns, 84 grams £25-35

380c A Trajan bronze coin and a ditto silver £80-100

380d A Territorial Force war medal 1919 2740 077.Sjt.W.J.Little.25/Lond.R. £50-75

380e Three Elizabeth I sixpences £40-60

380f A quantity of UK used and other coinage £25-35

380g A King John shortcross penny 1199 to 1216 £60-80

380h A silver and enamelled Royal Masonic Institute for Boys 1926 jewel, 2 other silver and enamelled jewels
£40-60

380j A James I sixpence £50-75

380k A Royal Naval Reserve Long Service and Good Conduct medal to C3790 W.Pratt, Sean.1 CL., R.N.R £50-75

380l Seven Roman bronze coins 235 to 476 AD £60-80

380m A First World War miniature medal group comprising War medal, Victory medal, Territorial Force War medal,
India General Service medal and Defence medal and minor other items £30-50

380n Minor pre-1947 coinage, 206 grams £30-50

380p A Charles I shilling £50-75

380q A War medal and Victory medal to 245946.Pte.1.H.Randall.R.A.F. together with a Victory medal, War medal
and a 1914-15 Star to 33524.Pte.J.E.Brown R.A.M.C together with a Gallia French medallion 33524 J E Brown
BEF £100-150

380r A Cromwellian half groat 1649-1660 £60-80

380S A collection of Victorian and later hat pins on a circular stool £25-35

380t A George III silver sauce boat with gadrooned rim and S scroll handle, raised on hoof feet, London 1771, 388
grams £400-450

380u An 18ct white gold baguette cut sapphire and brilliant cut diamond ring, the diamonds 0.3ct, the sapphires
0.11ct, size M, 3.9 grams £200-250

381 Five sets of Britain's first decimal coins and minor cased crowns etc £30-50

382 An Our Dumb Friends League medal, the reverse engraved Pet Animal Show South Norwood June 19th 1910
£100-150

383 A 10k yellow gold Rose Croix Nanna Bijou Chapter jewel with silver bar £100-150

384 A 10k yellow gold Past Masters jewel presented to Worshipful Brother Harry Randall by Kaninis Tiquia Lodge
no.584 with 3 white metal bars £100-150

385 A silver and enamelled Scottish Rite 32 degree Masonic jewel on a silk collar, engraved Harry Randall 25 Jan
1946 £30-40

386 A quantity of Second World War Army cloth badges including Royal Sussex, The Westminster Regiment
Canada etc £30-40

387 A quantity of bronze and cupronickel British Caribbean Territories coinage £40-60

388 Two tins of mixed British and European coinage £40-60

389 A quantity of used BT and other telephone cards £50-50

390 A gentleman's gold plated Parker ballpoint pen, cased, a Sonnet ditto £50-75

391 A Parker steel cased ballpoint pen boxed together with a ditto fountain pen with gilt nib £30-40

392 A Sheaffer black and gilt fountain pen with 14ct gold nib, a ditto with 15ct nib, together with a brown marbled
fountain pen with 14ct nib complete with a box £40-60

393 A gentleman's bark finished gold plated Dunhill cigarette lighter boxed £50-75

394 A gentleman's silver plated Dupont cigarette lighter boxed £50-75
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395 A gilt cased Stratton compact with coronet decoration £20-30

396 A quantity of 19th Century Chinese engraved mother of pearl counters £50-75

397 A matt black Sheaffer fountain pen together with a ditto ballpoint pen boxed £25-35

398 A Stratton gilt and marcasite compact decorated with a vase of flowers £30-40

399 A late 19th Century carved ivory group of figures attending to a seated gentleman raised on a rectangular
plinth 20cm £30-40

Some figures are damaged

400 A square shaped Azerbaijani style box with geometric decoration and panels of figures, 2 others with circular
panels £40-60
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A Whitefriars grey glass "mobile phone" vase 27cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

402 A Whitefriars brown glass concentric rectangle TV vase 17cm ( photo centre pages ) £180-220

403 A Swarovski Crystal Society figure of a seated panda holding bamboo 9cm and a ditto cub 5cm, boxed
£80-120

404 A pair of Delft blue and white vases with elongated necks decorated with windmill views 24cm, together with a
pair of ditto squat vases decorated with animals 17cm, (1 restored) £80-120

405 A pair of Delft baluster vases decorated with portrait panels 27cm together with a taller ditto decorated with a
figure 30cm £120-150

406 A Royal Crown Derby Carolina duck Imari paperweight with gold stopper 8cm, a ditto bird 8cm, a robin nesting
8cm, a seated teddybear (no stopper) 7cm £40-60

407 A Kevin Francis limited edition figure - Hullabalu-lu, first in the Ritzy Girl Series No.177 of 750, 25cm, boxed
£50-75

408 A Kevin Francis limited edition figure - Bloomsberry Bo, second in the Ritzy Girl Series No.255 of 750 25cm,
boxed £50-75

409 A Kevin Francis limited edition figure - Marilyn Monroe, 20th Century Icons Series, colourway No.2, No.927 of
2000, 25cm, boxed £50-75

410 A Kevin Francis figure - Charlie, Guild Piece 1998/1999, 25cm, boxed £50-75

411 A Kevin Francis limited edition figure - Marilyn Monroe, 20th Century Icons Series, No.373 of 2000, 25cm,
boxed £50-75

412 A pair of Limoges blue ground vases with gilt fete gallant views, 23cm £30-50

413 A Parian figure of Mercury seated 33cm £30-40

His winged helmet is chipped

414 A Royal Crown Derby figure of an owl 13cm, a ditto bluetit 13cm £30-40

415 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a standing polar bear 10cm, ditto 6cm £30-50

416 A Royal Dux figure of a seated naked lady with a butterfly on her knee designed by   Jiri Cernoch 21cm £50-75

417 A Beswick figure of a trout 1032 20cm £20-30

Small chip

418 A Swarovski Crystal group of 2 snails on a leaf 5cm, a duckling 4cm, cat 5cm, 3 mice 2cm £30-50

419 A Royal Dux figure group of a female and male dancer no. 2993 29cm £50-75

This lot has a crack to the base and some small scuffs to the paintwork.

420 A Royal Crown Derby figure of a robin 9cm, ditto blue tit and chicks 10cm £30-50

421 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a swan 5cm, 4 others 4.5cm, a ditto 4cm and 1 other 3cm £30-50

422 A Victorian 15 piece dessert service with gilt rims and landscape views, comprising 13 plates (2 a/f) 23.5cm
together with two 2 handled dishes 26cm £60-80

Most plates have wear to the gilding

423 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a Saint Bernard puppy 4cm, a standard poodle 5cm, a puppy 4cm and a
Dachshund 4cm (stuck leg) £40-60
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424 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a standing bear 5cm, a ditto with a fish in its mouth 4.5cm, a walking ditto 3.5cm
and a standing ditto 5cm £40-60

425 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a cockerel 4.5cm, ditto chicken 4cm and a bird beside a flower 4cm £30-50

426 A Royal Crown Derby, Derby Posies miniature tea set comprising tray, teapot, sugar bowl, cream jug, tea cup
and saucer £30-40

427 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a hedgehog 4cm, ditto 4cm and 3 others 3.5cm, 2.5cm and 1.5cm £30-50

The first 4 hedgehogs are chipped

428 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a butterfly on a leaf 4cm, ditto of a snail on a leaf 3cm and 2 figures of butterflies
3cm £30-40

429 A collection of miniature Swarovski Crystal figures of animals - owl 3cm, duck 3cm, chick 3cm, duck 3cm, bird
2cm, owl 3cm, chick 1cm, pig 1cm, chick 2cm and chick 2cm £30-40

6 have very minor chips

430 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a squirrel 4cm, frog 2cm, bear 2cm, squirrel 4cm, pig 3cm and a rhinoceros 2cm
£40-50

The pig has a detached ear

431 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a tortoise 2cm (stuck head), ditto rabbit 2cm, blowfish 1cm, a cat 2cm, 2 chicks
(1 chick is missing its beak) 1cm £30-40

432 Three Swarovski Crystal figures of owls 6.5cm, 5cm and 3cm, a duck 1cm and a bird bath and 2 birds 2cm
£40-60

433 A Wedgwood blue Jasper miniature tea set comprising tea pot, coffee pot, 3 cups, 2 saucers, a sugar bowl,
cream jug and 2 plates £40-60

434 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a seal 2cm, an apple 4cm, a blowfish 2cm and an elephant 5cm £40-60

The elephant and seal are chipped

435 A Perthshire paperweight with multi colour canes enclosing flowers 7cm, a Caithness ditto, a Whitefriars
Festive Delight 8cm, a ditto Spring 1997 by Nick Boyes 7cm and another limited edition 7cm £50-75

436 A Swarovski Crystal group of 2 parakeets 8cm, ditto of Kingfishers 9cm £40-60

437 A Swarovski Crystal group of 2 puffins 6cm, a ditto of 4 parrots on a branch 9cm £40-60

438 A Royal Crown Derby, Derby Posies miniature tea set comprising tray, teapot, milk jug, sugar bowl, cup and
saucer £40-60

439 A Purcia multi cane paperweight with faceted sides 4cm, a Caithness miniature rose ditto 5cm, an Edinburgh
ditto 7cm, a Purcia multi cane paperweight with butterfly 8cm and a multi cane floral paperweight 7cm £50-75

440 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a standing bear 6cm, ditto of a seated bear 7cm, boxed £40-60

441 A Selkirk Crystal multi cane paperweight 8cm, 6 others including a Purcia 1995 multi cane weight with animals,
birds and trains £40-60

442 A Lladro figure - Walk With the Dog 36cm £40-60

443 A Lladro figure of a seated ballerina with a rose beside her 6653 21cm £40-60

444 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a reclining faun 12cm, a ditto of a pig 6cm, ditto West Highland Terrier 9cm and
a dish 9cm £40-60

445 Fifteen Goebel porcelain Christmas tree decorations (2 a/f) £40-60

446 A 19th Century Continental cabinet cup with red ground, gilt decoration and panel of 2 classical figures 9cm
£40-60

447 A Lladro figure of a seated ballerina with flowers before her designed by P Perez no.1693.6614 on a wooden
plinth boxed, 28cm £40-60
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448 A Royal Dux figure of a standing lady 22265 27cm £50-75

449 A frosted glass champagne cooler in the form of a top hat 19cm £100-150

450 A Lladro figure of a lady holding her skirt 5050 29cm together with a seated ballerina 15cm, boxed £40-60

451 A German lava vase of cylindrical form with slip glaze decoration 41cm, a ditto banded jug 40cm £30-40

452 A Lladro figure of a girl holding a pot of plants with birds in a basket no.8240 23cm, ditto of 2 girl ballerinas
21cm 5714 boxed £40-60

453 A cut glass shallow bowl with geometric decoration 35cm £30-40

Some minor chips to the rim

454 A Wedgwood green Jasperware pedestal bowl decorated with a band of classical figures 14cm £30-40

455 A Nao figure of a dancer 30cm £30-40

456 A Coalport figure Mrs Fitzherbert no.1755 of 12500 22cm, a Worcester ditto The Last Waltz no.9155 of 12500
19cm and A Royal Worcester figure Queen of Hearts no.6452 of 12500 19cm £30-50

457 Twelve Coalport figures - Iris, Pansy, Hyacinth, Poppy, Fuschia, Violet, Lily, Daisy, Holly, Rose, May and
Primrose 10cm together with a Royal Doulton ditto Diana HN3310 10cm £60-80

458 Six matched Victorian green glass sherry glasses £30-40

459 A pair of Royal Doulton baluster vases decorated with leaves X90040.20790 21cm £40-60

460 A Victorian gilt vase decorated with flowers 16cm £30-50

461 Eleven glass bowled sherry glasses 11cm, 6 darker ditto 10cm, 3 high balls, 2 tumbler and 6 totts £40-50

462 A Wedgwood Wild Strawberries box and cover 10cm, a ditto photograph frame 12cm and a vase 9cm £20-30

463 A Wedgwood limited edition Etna Clarice Cliff style plate 426 of 1999 31cm boxed, together with 3 ditto plates
Orange Erin, Solitude and Blue Firs 26cm £30-50

464 An Art Deco Crown Devon octagonal biscuit barrel and cover decorated with stylised flowers and wicker
handle 16cm £30-50

Some wear to the painted decoration

465 Twenty eight Wedgwood Clarice Cliff style decorative wall plates 21cm £40-60

466 A pair of Austrian wall plates decorated with panels of children enclosed by flowers 31cm £30-40

(1 is chipped)

467 Three Adderley floral displays of yellow roses 15cm together with 4 modern Dresden menu holders 4cm
£30-40

The Adderley displays each have a minor chip and two of the menu holders have a minor chip

468 A modern Lalique quartz movement timepiece with black mark 27cm together with a lattice green mark Irish
Rose basket 14cm £50-75

469 An Aynsley Orchard Gold vase decorated with fruits 16cm, a bulbous lidded ditto jar 11cm, a hexagonal ditto
with lid 13cm, a spill vase 6cm, circular box 8cm, dish 12cm, pin tray 8cm and table lamp 27cm £60-80

470 Six modern Delft antique style tiles depicting figures 7.5cm x 7.5cm £30-50

471 A Wedgwood blue Jasperware jug decorated with classical figures 12cm £30-40

472 A pair of Victorian Continental wall plaques decorated with classical figures 12cm  together with a Doulton
Lambeth tobacco jar and cover 12cm £20-30

473 A Lladro figure of a goose 7cm (chipped beak), a ditto 11cm and a swan 20cm £20-30

The goose with neck outstretched has a chipped beak.  The swan and the standing goose are in good
condition. All are of first quality.

474 A Lladro figure of a Spanish girl with oranges 1422 18cm, a ditto 16cm £30-40

475 A Quimper ware style jug decorated with an armorial 29cm, a ditto candlestick 21cm together with a pair of
figures - The Nipper 10cm £25-35
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476 A Royal Doulton figure - Cobbler HN1706 19cm, 3 character jugs - Captain Ahab 11cm, The Poacher 10cm
and Character Jug from Williamsburg Gaoler D6577 10cm £30-50

477 Three Royal Doulton figure - Figure of the Year 1999 Lauren HN3975 21cm, Gentle Breeze HN4317 20cm and
Susan HN3871 19cm £30-40

478 Four Wedgwood Clarice Cliff style coffee cups and saucers, a Kevin Francis Clarice Cliff face mask no.395 of
500 and 3 ditto jugs of Clarice Cliff and 2 other ladies £30-50

479 A Beswick figure of a standing polar bear 11cm, ditto labrador 13cm, ditto West Highland Terrier matt finish
12cm and a ditto of a seated terrier holding a toy 10cm £40-60

480 A Swarovski figure of a swan 5cm, a ditto 4cm, a panda, a snail 3cm, a pair of candlesticks 3cm, a cockerel
4cm, an elephant 5cm, a paperweight 2cm, a coloured ditto 2cm and a similar toucan £30-40

The panda has broken bamboo

481 A Mdina glass paperweight in the form of a rooster 24cm, a ditto vase 20cm (with broken stopper) and a Studio
Glass figure of a penguin 17cm £25-35

482 A ceramic moquette of a reclining naked lady cuddling an alsatian, raised on a rectangular plinth  50cm £40-60

There are numerous chips to this figure

483 An Art Deco The Fens cake stand £20-30

484 A Wedgwood Susie Cooper Glen Mist cake platter 28cm together with 6 plates £20-30

485 A Lladro figure - The Girl in a nightdress 20cm, ditto of a boy yawning 22cm together with a Continental group
of 2 nuns 24cm £20-30

486 A Wedgwood figure of a lady no.72 of 250, matt finish 18cm and a ditto figure of a boy with toy train 7cm matt
finish £20-30

487 A Beswick figure of a standing shire horse, brown gloss 818, modelled by Arthur Gredington 28cm, ditto of a
large racehorse brown gloss 1564 29cm and a ditto shire foal, brown gloss 951 15cm £30-50

488 An Aynsley part tea set decorated with fruits comprising 6 saucers, 6 tea cups, coffee can, milk jug, 2 serving
plates, side plate and a decorative wall plate £50-75

489 A Lladro figure of a seated Spanish girl with a bouquet of flowers in her lap 5869 boxed 12cm £30-50

490 A cut glass table lamp and shade 46cm (a/f) £40-60

The shade is stuck - it has been previously cracked in two and has a chip to the collar. The stand is in good
condition and has a one bulb fitting.

491 A Royal Doulton Berkshire pattern no.TC1021 coffee set comprising 6 coffee cans, 6 saucer, sugar bowl,
cream jug and coffee pot £30-50

492 A Royal Doulton deep bowl decorated with flowers 23cm £30-40

493 An Art Deco moulded glass fruit bowl 23cm together with a deep bowl 19cm and a plated mounted salad bowl
20cm £25-35

494 An Aynsley fruit decorated pin dish 21cm, a bowl 22cm, a 2 section dish 18cm, a pedestal bowl 14cm and 3
dishes 12cm £40-60

495 A Cooperware black gloss labrador 17cm, a brown gloss pony 10cm (stuck leg), a gloss beagle Wendover Billy
8cm and a gloss lamb 6cm (stuck leg) £30-40

497 A set of Wedgwood embossed Queensware tableware consisting 10 soup bowls and 16 dinner plates £30-50

498 A Victorian style 2 handled footbath decorated with fruits 45cm £30-50

499 A Royal Albert Val D'or teapot, 6 white glazed teacups, 7 saucers, 2 small plates, 6 medium plates, 6 dinner
plates together with a dish and cover 6 dessert bowls and 4 side plates £20-30

500 A Royal Albert Old Country Rose tea set comprising 6 saucers, 6 tea cups, sugar bowl, cream jug, teapot,
serving plate, cake stand and 6 side plates together with a similar shoe (all pieces are seconds) £40-60
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501 A Wedgwood blue Jasperware part coffee set comprising coffee pot, 6 coffee cans, 6 saucers, lidded sugar
bowl and milk jug together with a vase, box, 3 dishes £40-60

502 A Royal Doulton Rosalee pattern tea set comprising 5 tea cups, 6 saucers, 12 side plates, 2 serving plates and
a milk jug £40-50

1 tea cup is cracked

503 A set of 3 Royal Doulton Art Deco Wynn pattern graduated meat plates together with a serving plate £30-40

504 A suite of Royal Doulton glassware comprising 9 small tumblers, 6 liqueur glasses, 6 sherries, 6 small wines, 6
large wines, 6 brandy glasses, 6 small tapered tumblers, 6 small water glasses, 6 large wine glasses, 6
champagne glasses, 3 highball glasses, 5 wines £100-150

505 A set of cut glass drinking glasses comprising 10 wine glasses, 11 brandies, 3 highballs, 5 champagnes
£30-50

506 Four Victorian vaseline glass bowls with fluted rims, 4 cups and 2 paperweights £20-30

507 A Continental blue and white transfer print tea set comprising 6 tea cups, 20 mixed saucers, 17 medium plates,
4 serving plates and a milk jug £30-40

508 An Edwardian Alfred B Pearce tea set comprising 12 tea cups, 12 saucers, 12 small plates, 2 serving plates,
sugar bowl and cream jug decorated with scrolling green flowers £25-35

509 A Royal Albert Lavender Rose part dinner service comprising 6 dinner plates, 6 medium plates, 5 small plates,
an oval meat plate, sauce boat and stand, lidded tureen £40-60

510 A Royal Standard floral tea set comprising 6 tea cups, 6 saucers, milk jug, sugar bowl, 6 small plates and a
serving plate £30-40

511 A Booths Old Willow pattern tea service comprising teapot, 6 tea cups, 7 saucers, 9 small plates, 6 medium
plates, 1 large plate, a hot water jug, a milk jug, sugar bowl and 3 egg cups £30-40

512 A quantity of T G Green & Co blue and white Cornish kitchenware comprising a large jug, a lidded jar and
cover, a jar (chipped), a flower shaker (cracked), a jar (no lid), a jar with lid, ditto (chipped), a deep bowl, 2
dessert bowls, 3 soup bowls (1 chipped), a condiment and a bowl (all green mark), a sugar shaker and a
cloves jar (no lid) (both with black mark), a utensils jar, a tea jar and lid, coffee jar and lid, a plain jar and lid, 2
mugs, a pot and lid, tea jar and lid, deep bowl, cake funnel, 2 lids (later mark) £50-75

513 A pair of Delft plates decorated with windmills 31cm £30-40

514 A Delft wall plate decorated with figures before a cottage 39cm £40-50

515 A Royal Dux figure of a standing Shepherdess standing beside a sheep, raised on a floral base 78cm h
£400-500

Some minor chips to some of the flowers

516 A late Capodimonte group of 2 figures on a swing, raised on a wooden socle 43cm £40-60

517 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated cat 1803 12cm, a ditto of a goat on a rock 4760 9cm £30-40

518 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a duck 1934 19cm, ditto of 2 kingfishers 114 18cm £30-50

519 A Bing & Grondahl figure of a rabbit 5cm, a Royal Copenhagen figure of a frog on a rock 4cm, Danish mouse
and otter 6cm and 4cm £30-50

520 A Royal Copenhagen dish decorated with a frog on a leaf 2477 11cm, 2 other dishes and 2 figures of water
nymphs 2cm £30-50

521 A Lladro figure of a seated polar bear 11cm, a standing ditto 9.5cm £30-50

522 A Beswick figure of a standing fox by Arthur Gredington , gloss brown 1016A 12cm, ditto of a curled fox by
Arthur Gredington brown gloss 1017 10cm £30-40

523 An Art Deco Burleigh Ware wall pocket 20cm, 5 other wall pockets and a vase £30-50
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524 A 19th Century famille rose oviform vase decorated with a seated gentleman and figures in attendance in a
pavillion setting with panels of figures insects and flowers on a ground of scrolling flowers and insects having
gilt dragon handles 62cm h ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

There are some minor chips to the top outer lip

525 A 19th Century Chinese famille rose oviform vase and cover decorated with panels of figures in pavillion
settings, now with gilt metal mounts having rams head handles and converted to an oil lamp with etched glass
shade with clear glass chimney, on a cast gilt metal base 65cm £150-180

The body of this vase has possibly had restoration evidenced by several small sections of chipping paint
though there are no visible cracks. There is some minor fritting to the foot. The reservoir is in good condition.
The shade has a small hole in one side.

526 A Chinese Provincial slip glaze vase decorated with serpents and figures 38cm, ditto jar and cover 11cm
£30-40

527 A 19th Century Isnic baluster vase base decorated with stylised flowers 18cm £30-40

The base has numerous chips and the top is missing

528 A 19th Century Indian earthenware figure of a standing dancing lady raised on a circular base 35cm, 2 small
ditto raised on square bases 20cm, ditto of a standing gentleman 22cm and a pair of figures of a standing
beggar and a lady raised on square bases 24cm £50-75

All of the figures are damaged

529 An early 20th Century Satsuma oviform vase, the blue ground decorated with figures in a snowy landscape
and panels of flowers 30cm £30-40

There is some wear to the gilding

530 An 18th Century Chinese export famille rose punch bowl, the interior and exterior decorated with flowers 29cm
( photo centre pages ) £100-150

531 Two Chinese earthenware figures of gentleman 13cm (1 stuck), a metal scent, a circular cloisonne box and
cover decorated with a dragon 10cm and a mounted blue and white vase 12cm £30-40

532 A 19th Century famille verte bowl decorated with scrolling flowers 20cm, ditto decorated figures in pavillion
gardens 26cm £50-75

Both are chipped

533 A Chinese black ground vase and cover decorated with birds and peony 45cm, converted to electricity with a
hardwood stand (a/f) £30-50

534 A Minton 2 handled vase decorated with a rose basket and flowers no.5678 of 9500  22cm, together with a
Royal Worcester box and cover 10cm and a miniature Spode teacup and saucer £30-40
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 Thomas Turner & Company, a folding knife with 9cm blade and horn grip, a LXL George of Sheffield pruning
knife with 8cm glade and horn grip and a Wright & Sons of Sheffield pruning knife with 7cm blade and horn
grip £40-60

552 A Saynor of Sheffield pruning knife with 7cm blade and horn grip, a Wright & Sons of Sheffield ditto with 7cm
blade and wooden grip, an Inox folding knife with metal grip and 8cm blade, a Saynor of Sheffield twin bladed
folding pocket knife with 6cm blade and horn grip and a Schrade 3 bladed folding pocket knife the blade
marked Tobacco Sch 11, limited edition issue 2009 with horn grip £60-80

553 A Wright & Sons of Sheffield pruning knife with 6cm blade and horn grip, a Schrade Scrimshaw knife blade
marked Schrade USA SC593 with 7cm blade and horn grip, 2 Eye Witness double bladed folding knives with 6
and 4cm blades, horn grips, together with with an I.X.L George double bladed pocket knife with 6 and 4cm
blade and horn grip £40-60

554 A Wright & Sons of Sheffield pruning knife with 7cm blade and wooden grip, ditto folding knife with 7cm blade
and wooden grip, a Marked pruning knife with 8cm blade and wooden grip, a C Lutters & Cie knife the 7cm
blade marked Solingen Germany with wooden grip, ditto folding knife with 8cm blade and wooden grip, a
Puma folding knife the 8cm blade marked Puma Germany Stainless 536 £50-75

555 A Winchester folding knife the 11cm blade marked Winchester Cartridge Series, Made in USA 1907 '94, with
simulated staghorn grip, a Maserin folding knife the 9cm blade marked Maserin Cacciatore Di Maniago Milan
Italy marked C120, the staghorn grip incorporating a cartridge extractor, an A Wright & Sons folding knife with
8 cm blade marked Real lamb foot and a Taylors Eye Witness folding knife with 6.5cm blade marked Taylors
Eye Witness £40-60

556 A Carl Schlieper folding knife with 8cm blade marked Carl Schlieper hammered forged Solingen Germany with
simulated ivory grip, ditto double bladed folding pocket knife 1 blade marked GX-GS, blades 7cm and with
staghorn grip, a Saynor folding knife with 5.5cm blade marked Saynor and simulated ivory grip, a Canal Street
Cutlery Co. USA folding knife with 8cm blade and stag horn grip the butt marked 138, a Case.XX double
bladed folding pocket knife the 6cm and 4cm blade marked 62131 SS with staghorn grip, ditto horseman style
folding knife and pick the pick marked USA 6254HPSS blade 8cm having a hook and a staghorn grip, a
Schrade "Old Timer" folding knife the 7cm blade marked Schrade USA 50T with bone grip marked Old Timer
£60-80

557 A Brooker Trade Brand Classic folding knife with 3 blades 8cm, 4.5cm and 4cm, the 8cm blade marked Tree
Brand Classic 6066 Brooker Solingen Germany with wooden grip together with a J Henckels 3 bladed folding
knife 7cm and 4cm, the 7cm blade marked Henckel Solingen 1731 Inox  and with wooden grip, a folding knife
with 7cm blade marked Loewen Messer C Lutter & Cie with wooden grip and a 998 Puma Bird hunter folding
knife with hook, the 8cm blade marked Handmade 998 Stainless Super Clean Cutting Steel Puma Germany
£50-75
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558 Biggs & Powell a folding knife with 7cm blade marked Biggs & Powell with horn grip, a Saynor pruning knife
with 7cm blade marked Saynor Sheffield England with horn grip, a folding knife the 6.5cm blade marked
William Rogers with horn grip, a promotional knife with 3 blades - 6cm and 4cm marked The L & T.L.A.C Co
Ltd Atkinson Brothers also fitted a nail file, an Eye Witness folding pocket knife with two 4cm blades and
mother of pearl grip £50-75

559 Two pairs of 18th Century polished steel spurs £280-340

560 A Wilkinson Sword 20th Century Infantry Officer's sword, the 86cm blade etched Victorian royal cypher, the
base marked Wilkinson Sword by Appointment to the Queen, Queen Elizabeth II Sword Cutler, complete with
scabbard ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

561 A 20th Century 1908 patent Cavalry Troopers sword with 88cm blade complete with scabbard and buff leather
dress knot £120-160

562 Wilkinson Sword, a reproduction double edged sword with 85cm blade marked Wilkinson Sword, on a
mahogany plaque with an empty presentation plate. £80-120

563 Wilkinson Sword, an etched double edged sword with 87cm blade on a mahogany plaque, marked "For a
man's sword shall go with him into eternity" £80-120

564 An American M8 style knife with 17cm blade, the scarab marked USM8BMCO £30-50

565 W Bartram, a 19th Century copper and brass powder flask with shell motif 20cm, marked Bartram Nimrod
(spring f), James Dixon An Improved Patent copper and brass shot flask decorated a hunting scene 20cm
(spring f) and 1 other decorated hunting scenes 19cm (some dents) £40-60

566 A military style Kukri with 28cm unmarked blade contained in a leather scabbard with leather frog £30-50

There is a split to the side of the scabbard, the skinning knife is missing and a small section of timber to the
grip is missing

567 Two Mauser bayonets with 37cm blades, together with 1 other 25cm £30-50

All have corrosion, of the first two one has signs of old but treated worm to the grip and 1 has a section of grip
missing

568 An 18th Century style socket bayonet with 36cm blade, a military issue machete with 37cm blade and black
plastic handle (corroded), a folding pruning knife with 14cm blade and grip and a tourist Kukri with 22cm blade
£40-60

569 A Mauser bayonet with 31cm plain blade complete with scabbard £30-50

There are dents to the scabbard

570 A French chassepot bayonet with plain 56cm blade, crossbar marked RH22153 complete with scabbard
(corroded blade and dents to scabbard), together with 1 other chassepot bayonet, the crossbar marked
L83039 £40-60

571 A paper knife in the form of an American Marine officer's sword, the blade etched United States Marines 28cm,
on an ebonised stand £40-60

572 A Second World War National Fire Service steel helmet complete with liner, the interior marked Roco 1 1939,
with National Fire Service badge, marked 18, with numerous dents £60-80

573 A Japanese steel helmet (some corrosion and holes) 20cm x 28cm x 24cm (no liner) £25-35

574 A 19th Century turned and painted Special Constables truncheon 45cm £40-60
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575 An early 19th century (1813-55) cased set of three percussion pistols comprising a double barrelled pistol and
2 muff pistols, all with Birmingham view and company mark. The double barrel side hammered pistol marked
"Sargant Brothers" with stirrup ramrod, chequered walnut butts, blued engraved finger guard. The muff pistols
with engraved side plates and chequered walnut butts together with a Sykes powder flask, steel bullet mould,
percussion cap box W.E. of London, nipple key and cleaning rod. All contained in a fitted oak case and in good
working order ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

576 A mid 19th century cased 9mm Belgian pinfire 6 shot revolver by Lefaucheux signed on the breech "E.
LEFAUCHEUX INVR. BREVETE" serial number 76417 and stamped a crown, the ebony and ivory grip carved
floral motif with the same style engraved on the barrel and frame.  The red plush lined mahogany case
comprising cleaning rod, turn screw, steel oil bottle, cylindrical box with turned horn lid for spare nipples and
also fitted a wooden 24 round ammunition tray.  In good working order ( photo centre pages ) £600-900

577 An 18th century English 18 bore flintlock pistol by Griffin, together with a similar by Barber.  Both pistols
stamped London view and proof mark with makers mark in between having brass butt caps and engraved
escutcheons ("No. 1" on the Barber, "JM" on the Griffin), both with walnut stocks and replacement ramrods,
(some damage to each stock).  The later made up case containing a copper and brass powder flask and two
turn screws ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

578 Joseph Lang, a cased pair of early 19th Century 44 bore percussion pistols (converted from flintlock), both
blued octagonal barrels stamped with London company and view proof marks and engraved "I Lang
Haymarket".  The pistols numbered 1 and 2 on the breach and numbered 465 and 466 on the trigger guard
respectively.  The stocks and grips in walnut, the grips having checkered pattern with bright steel roccoco
buttcaps.  The lock plate and hammer engraved with floral design.  The walnut case fitted with label of "Joseph
Lang, 22 Cockspur Street" and containing ball mould, 2 turnscrews, wadding punch, copper and brass powder
flask, cleaning rod, mallet. The case having having two compartments containing oiler, a bone brush and a
collection of shot ( photo centre pages ) £3000-5000

579 A Do breast plate and Kabuto chin guard of a Mengu, the back of the breast plate has a signature £200-300

Wear throughout

580 A pair of carved African paddles 125cm l x 8cm w £40-60

581 An Indian mameluke style sword with 61cm etched blade contained in a hardwood and inlaid mother of pearl
scabbard £30-50

582 A blacksmiths wrought iron made 4 piece fireside companion set with poker, tongs, shovel and brush, raised
on a stand with horseshoe base  94cm h x 26cm £40-60

583 A gilt metal table lamp of baluster form raised on a spreading base 48cm h x 24cm £25-35

584 A 19th Century Continental pierced iron fender decorated birds and swags 28cm h x 101cm w x 9cm d £40-60

585 A Victorian wrought iron and brass adjustable standard lamp converted to electricity, on 3 outswept supports
150cm h x 55cm £20-30

586 A 1920's rectangular wrought iron and steel coal/log bin with panel decoration 45cm x 50cm x 37cm £40-60

587 A brass oil lamp raised on a shaped base converted to an electric table lamp with opaque glass chimney 37cm
h x 20cm £30-40

588 A bronze figure group of a huntsman with 2 retrievers, raised on a circular marble base 54cm x 31cm ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150

589 A Victorian style verdigris metal 3 light desk lamp raised on a circular foot 51cm h x 14cm d £40-60

590 A pair of Victorian brass spiral candlesticks, raised on circular spreading feet 30cm h x 12cm diam. £30-50

591 Dunn & Co. a gentleman's light weight bowler hat size 6 7/8 £20-30
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592 Joseph Okuns, a carved head and shoulders portrait bust of a lady 22cm x 16cm x 8cm and 1 other of a
gentleman 18cm x 9cm x 5cm £20-30

594 Four Chas C Stadden pewter figures of fireman together with 13 Royal Hampshire style figures of soldiers
£100-140

595 A rectangular carved lime wood plaque decorated a pair of clasped hands in prayer marked A D 19cm h x
14cm w together with a carved oak sculpture of clasped hands in prayer 34cm h x 12cm £30-50

596 An alabaster table lamp base in the form of a reeded column with Corinthian capital 41cm h x 12cm w x 13cm
d £25-35

597 Fourteen various Del Prado figures of Napoleonic soldiers £70-90

598 Twelve bottles of 1975 Baron Philippe de Rothschild Mouton Cadet, shipped by Edward Young & Company of
London ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

All bottles are low on the neck, one has a damaged label, 3 labels are stained

599 A carved alabaster figure of a seated classical girl, raised on a rocky outcrop 30cm x 10cm x 16cm £40-50

Foot is a/f

600 A Victorian Salters Class III brass spring balance 36lbs x 1/4lbs together with a circular pierced brass stand
raised on a waisted foot 24cm x 18cm £20-30

601 Mascarone, 3 20th Century Venetian carnival masks masked Mascarone Venice 1990 together with 2 similar
plain masks £30-50

602 A circular waisted copper kettle 15cm h x 24cm diam. £20-30

603 A Continental coopered oak spirit barrel, raised on a turned oak stand 21cm h x 16cm x 18cm £20-30

One of the metal bands to the barrel is missing

606 Four bottles of 1974 Hatch Old Master Superior Old Tawny Port, to Commemorate the Centenary of the Birth
of Winston Churchill £80-120

607 Three 19th Century heavy horse bits £30-40

608 An oval embossed metal plaque decorated the standing Virgin Mary and Christ 31cm x 20cm £30-40

609 J A Stewart, a stained glass panel depicting a head and shoulders portrait of a gentleman in armour, signed
and dated 1909, 31cm h x 24cm w £40-60

The panel is cracked

610 W Lang, a carved wooden figure of a duck in water, base marked W Lang April 2nd 1962 10cm x 49cm x 4cm
£30-40

611 A spelter figure of a standing warrior with sword, raised on a rectangular marble base 48cm h x 51cm w x
20cm d, together with an associated wooden sword £30-40

Some holes and corrosion in places

612 Twelve bottles of 1969 Baron Philippe de Rothschild Mouton Cadet, shipped by Edward Young & Company (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

All our low on the neck, 1 label is stained

613 A set of 8 Keswick Arts & Crafts planished brass beakers, the bases marked SKI Keswick A404 14cm x 5cm (
photo centre pages ) £80-120

614 A 19th Century elm double pulley 11cm x 15cm x 11cm (signs of old but treated worm) £30-40

615 A First World War engraved brass trench art jar and cover formed from a German shell case, base marked
Polt Magdeburg 1917 10cm x 12cm £30-50

617 A collection of 56 bronze age and later arrow heads contained in a pine frame 4cm x 42cm x 23cm £80-120

618 C Baker, a brass single pillar microscope RD.742647 together with a large circular lens 6cm x 14cm £40-60
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619 A Victorian carved alabaster figure group of Psyche and cupid, raised on an oval base 20cm h x 36cm w x
17cm d £50-75

Wings are missing, 2 fingers are missing, wrist and arm are F and R

620 Two pewter tankards (1 a/f), a circular planished pewter teapot and other minor pewter items £20-30

621 A circular iron cauldron with swing handle and lid 23cm h x 26cm diam. £40-60

622 A half bottle of 1967 Gevrey Chambertin by Victoria Wine, together with 2 bottles of 1979 Seidenhaus
Piesporter Michelsberg £30-40

623 An oak and brass coopered jug 18m x 10cm £40-60

624 An Eastern bronze tea pot 26cm x 11cm £50-75

625 A Victorian square circular copper kettle 20cm x 20cm, raised on an associated wrought iron stand £30-50

626 A carved African head and shoulders bust of a lady 15cm x 4cm x 7cm, ditto gentleman 14cm x 6cm x 4cm
and 2 other carved wooden figures £30-40

627 A Keswick Arts & Crafts rectangular tea tray embossed clovers marked KSAI 2cm h x 54cm w x 25cm d
£50-75

Some verdigris and pitting in places

628 A 19th Century circular white marble bowl raised on turned pedestal with bun feet 23cm x 16cm £20-30

Chipped, cracked and repaired

629 A pair of French 19th Century gilt metal andirons in the form of lidded urns 34cm h x 28cm w x 12cm d
together with an associated pierced gilt metal fender front 8cm x 66cm £30-50

630 After Clodion, a classical bronze figure of a standing lady beside an urn, raised on a circular veined marble
base 59cm h x 17cm diam. £120-150

There is a large chip to the marble base

631 A Victorian pierced brass fender 23cm h x 97cm w x 15cm d £40-60

632 An Art Nouveau spelter figure of a standing lady, raised on a circular oak base, converted to a table lamp
63cm h x 19cm diam. £40-60

One finger missing, crack to the base

633 A brown leather suitcase with chrome fittings 18cm x 60cm x 37cm £40-60

Some scuffing in places

634 After Clodion, a bronze figure of classical standing lady with goblet, fruit and urn, on a circular marble base
50cm h x 17cm diam. £120-150

635 An Art Nouveau spelter figure of a standing girl "Nereide", indistinctly signed, raised on a circular marble base 
24cm h x 18cm diam., converted to a standard lamp £30-40

There are holes to the base, 1 finger is damaged

636 A Victorian door stop in the form of a tree and 2 standing stags, converted to a table lamp, raised on a wooden
base 45cm h x 47cm w x 11cm d £30-40

637 A metal street sign "Rommany Road SE27" 39cm x 81cm £50-75

638 Stubai Aschenbrenner, an oak and chrome ice axe, the head marked Stubai Aschenbrenner Fuhrerpickel Ges
Gesch, the head 32cm, all together 85cm l ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

639 An Allcocks President 8', two piece split cane, spinning fishing rod, contained in a Martin James rod bag
£40-50

640 A vintage Hardy Brothers Richard Walker superlite 2 piece fly fishing rod in blue cloth bag £25-35

641 A Hardy/Greys 18', four piece, salmon fly fishing rod in blue cloth bag £30-40

642 An Edgar Sealey 12', three piece, salmon fly fishing rod - The Glane,  contained in maker's cloth bag £25-35

643 A vintage spinning fishing rod and ditto fly rod in cloth bags £25-35
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644 Two vintage Shakespeare Sigma trout fly fishing rods £20-30

645 A Hardy 8'9" two piece split cane fly fishing rod - "The Knockout Rod", in original Hardy green cloth bag,
together with a 3 piece carbon fibre boat rod £50-75

646 A Permaflex 2 piece bamboo fishing rod, 1 other bamboo rod and a Varnac 2 piece carbon fibre rod contained
in a tube £30-40

647 Maclean Inverness, a 19th Century brass centre pin fishing reel 4", together with a Stewart & Son Aberlour
brass centre pin reel 2.5" and a perspex 12" ruler set 6 flies £30-40

648 A circular Keswick style embossed copper dish decorated trees with bird 10cm and  a square shaped copper
dish 10cm £50-75

649 An orange ground cloisonne specimen vase decorated a dragon, raised on a shaped foot 7cm x 5cm £50-75

650 An Art Nouveau erotic spelter head and shoulders portrait bust of a blindfolded lady raised on a square marble
base 17cm h x 6cm w x 6cm d £60-80

Light chips in places to the base

651 A Bavarian carved wooden figure of a walking bear 10cm, 2 ditto of standing bears, 2 ditto walking bears,
£40-60

652 An Eastern polished gilt metal figure of a standing mythical beast 12cm x 7cm x 6cm with hardstone eye (1 eye
missing) and 7 gilt metal figures of animals £40-60

653 Oliver Baker for Liberty & Co., a Tudric planished pewter tankard, the base marked Made in England Tudric
Pewter 066 11.5cm x 9.5cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

Some contact marks and light scratching to the top

654 A 17th/18th Century gilt metal pestle 9cm, a pair of bronze tongs, champ leve stand and other curios £40-60

656 A meteorite 4cm and 12 other smaller meteorites £80-120

657 Twenty one 19th Century mother of pearl playing counters in the form of fish, a rectangular ditto and 73
circular ditto (3 chipped to the rims), contained in a rectangular mahogany box with hinged lid together with 30
various Victorian bone jack straws in a box with sliding lid (lid f) £50-75

658 A Bakelite cigarette case "The Spring Bokx" 9cm x 9cm, a cylindrical cigarette box and cover interior marked
Rothmans 10cm x 9cm (chip to interior of lid), 1 other marked tobacco 10cm x 8cm and a tortoiseshell effect
jar and cover 4cm x 8cm £30-40

659 The Game of Schimmel comprising box lid instructions, 5 cards, die shaker, hammer, 4 bone dia, counter, 9
turned bone pegs (no box) £30-40

660 A Victorian rectangular ebonised twin bottle inkstand with pen receptacle fitted 2 cut glass bottles with hinged
lids, raised on bun feet 9cm x 26cm x 13cm together with a pair of bone glove stretchers and wooden ditto
£30-40

661 An Edwardian rectangular ebony tray 4cm h x 21cm w x 17cm d, ditto turned ring stand, hair tidy and a shallow
dish £25-35

662 A D'egrave.Short & Company Ltd., two pairs of brass and mahogany Class B gold scales to weigh 2oz.
together with a boxed set of weights £40-60

663 Ross of London, a single draw Officer of the Watch telescope marked Ross London no.29687 FB Watson RN
£30-50

The lens cap is dented and there is a split to the binding

664 A John Davies & Sons (Derby) anemometer 10cm complete with leather carrying case £40-60

665 J A Nicholl & Company, a 12 piece geometry set contained in a mahogany box with hinged lid 4cm x 20.5cm x
16cm together with an A W Faber slide rule no.206428, boxed £30-50
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666 A lady's Chinese velvet and wire work handbag 10cm x 17cm x 7cm £30-40

667 A rectangular white veined marble column, raised on a rectangular fluted marble column with square stepped
base, 49cm h x 30cm w x 26cm d (in 5 sections) ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

668 Stanley R Docking & Company, an Edwardian oval copper milk canister marked Model Dairies 18cm x 16.5cm
x 13cm £50-75

669 An Art Nouveau square copper twin handled coal bin, raised on bracket feet 31cm h x 30cm w x 30cm d
£30-50

Some dents to the top

670 A Victorian embossed brass oil lamp reservoir raised on a reeded column and circular base complete with
clear glass shade 45cm h x 19cm £40-60

671 A copper jug 14cm x 13cm, a circular copper dish 4cm x 32cm, a brass figure of an eagle with wings
outstretched 26cm h x 29cm w x 12cm d, 2 brass figures of deer, a brass table bell, a Crown cork bottle
opener and a small brass figure of an owl £30-40

672 A wicker laundry hamper 38cm h x 78cm w x 54cm d £40-60

673 An Art Nouveau cast fender 13cm h x 130cm w x 40cm (finial missing to left hand edge) £20-30

674 Keswick, an Arts & Crafts rectangular planished and embossed copper tray (ex silver plated) decorated a
Tudor rose, thistle, shamrock and acorns, marked SRAI 2cm x 47cm w x 32cm d £50-75

Some pitting and slight bow to the base

675 A rectangular brass tea tray 64cm x 46cm, 2 brass iron stands, 4 brass shoe horns, ditto poker stand, fire
tongs, fire brush, brass wall light bracket, ashtray decorated the badge of the Royal Army Medical Corps and a
brass martingale hung 3 horse brasses £25-35

676 Benin, a 19th Century copper jelly mould with sceptre mark and no.510 11cm h x 13cm diam. together with 3
plain copper ring moulds 9cm x 14cm, 12cm x 9cm and 8cm x 11.5cm (dented) and 1 other marked MW 9cm x
11.5cm (dented) £60-80

677 A Steiff replica 1904 figure of Squirrel Nutkin, boxed (no certificate) £40-60

678 A Steiff limited edition brown bear - The Artist 27cm, no.1623 of 2500, boxed and with certificate and drawing
pad £40-60

679 A Steiff miniature red teddy bear with articulated limbs 15cm, a Steiff reproduction 1929 Classic Bear 14cm,
ditto 1913 Classic Bear 21cm £40-60

680 A white Steiff bear 30cm £30-50

681 Armand Marseille, a 19th Century French porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes, open mouth and 2 teeth, the
head incised Armand Marseille 390 drgm246 A2 1/2M £40-60

682 A bamboo and paper parasol together with a cloth parasol £40-50

683 A viola with 2 piece back 16 and 1/8, the interior labelled Copy Antonius Stradivarius Faciebat Cremona 1730
Made in Western Germany, complete with bow and contained in a carrying case ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

Some scratches to the back of the viola

684 A pair of Victorian arched shaped stained glass panels 37cm x 35cm £40-60

685 A pair of 19th Century square ecclesiastical stained glass panels - "Lord behold he whom thou loves is sick"
and "Lord if thou hadst been here my brother would not died" 52cm x 47cm, together with a 2 other Victorian
stained glass panels 50cm x 50cm £50-75

The first 2 panels have old repairs and cracks to the glass in places, the last 2 have cracked and damaged
glass
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686 A 17th/18th Century brass mortar 10cm x 13cm, raised on an octagonal wooden base together with an 18th
Century brass candlestick with ejector 21cm x 10cm (some dents) £30-50

687 A Simplex album of mint and used American stamps 1879-1939, a blue Standard album of mint and used
world stamps, 1 other album of mint and used world stamps, a green album of mint and used world stamps
including Canada, a small green album of American stamps, a ring bind album of mint and used stamps -
Mauritius and The Gambia and a stock book of mint and used world stamps £40-60

688 A Collecta album of mint and used world stamps - GB, Thailand, Spain and Commonwealth, Royal Mail stock
book of GB Elizabeth II used stamps, stock book of world stamps - Spain, Italy and Denmark, red stock book
of mint Latvia stamps together with various loose leaves of world stamps £40-60

689 Two stock books of mint and used GB stamps Elizabeth II, stock book of used Netherland stamps, 2 small
stock books of used world stamps, a Gay Venture album of world stamps, stock book of world stamps, small
blue album of used Hong Kong stamps Victoria to Edward II, folder of world loose leaf stamps and a similar
ring binder £40-60

690 A 19th Century album of used stamps including GB penny reds etc, an Improved album of world stamps - GB,
Canada, Belgium, 1 other - Natal, Cape of Good Hope, a collection of stamped envelopes, loose leaf with
world and other stamps etc £40-60

691 Eight albums of GB Elizabeth II first day covers £40-60

692 A quantity of GB used loose stamps Edward VIII to Queen Elizabeth II contained in a fruit box £30-50

693 A quantity of loose GB and world stamps contained in a fruit box £30-50

694 A collection of loose cigarette cards including Players, Geoffrey Phillips, Guerreras, Players albums of
cigarette cards - King George V and Queen Elizabeth Coronation and 1 other Kings and Queens of England
1066 to 1935 £40-60

695 Two albums of black and white and coloured postcards £40-60

696 Two postcard albums containing Edwardian and later postcards of children's prams and street scenes £50-75

697 Two ring bound albums of black and white and coloured postcards including topographica, bridges, band
stands, fountains and village scenes £50-75

698 Three albums containing various Winnie The Pooh postcards, scraps etc £30-50

699 John Everard, "Judgement of Paris" first published 1941, cloth cover (the cloth cover has some water rippling
in places although the internal pages are unaffected) £30-50

700 A 1930's parquetry folder marked 1939 Rino Neruda, the interior marked compliments of Bank Club 39cm x
30cm £40-60

701 Of Royal interest, Order of Service for burial of His Majesty King George VI 1952, Order of Service for The
Coronation 2nd June 1953, Service of The Royal Victorian Order 1958, Installation of Field Marshal The Earl
Alexander of Tunis as Constable of The Tower of London 1960, George VI Order of Memorial Service October
1955 and Order of Service The Marriage of HRH Princess Margaret to Mr Antony Armstrong Jones 1960
£30-50

702 A Guildhall lunch menu for Queens Silver Jubilee 1977, a Ceremonial Thanksgiving Service at St Paul's
Cathedral, 2 luncheon menus for the 80th Birthday of HRH Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh at Guildhall, 2
Guildhall lunch menus for The Queen Mother's 90th birthday, menus for 1997 Guildhall lunch for Queen and
Prince Philip's Golden Wedding, Prince Philip's 80th Birthday, Queen's Golden Jubilee 2002 and a lunch for
Their Royal Highnesses The Duke and Duchess of York 1986 £30-50
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703 Two Guildhall lunch menus for Wednesday 22nd July for The Honorary Freedom of Her Royal Highness The
Princess of Wales, 2 lunch menus 26th May 1989 for The Honorary Freedom of The City of London of The
Right Honourable Margaret Thatcher and a menu for 10th July 1996 Guildhall dinner for President Nelson
Mandela £30-50

704 Twentyseven various menus for state banquets at The Guildhall £30-50

705 A 1950 Covent Garden State Command Performance for The President of France, a silk programme for a
Royal Opera House Gala Performance for The President of France 1960, ditto for 21st April 1986 to celebrate
the Queen's 60th Birthday, a copy letter of thanks from Princess Anne regarding a wedding present,
programme for the National tribute to HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother July 2000, 2 silk Guildhall
luncheon menus for the Centenary of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 27th June 2000 boxed
£30-50

706 A Guildhall luncheon menu for Their Royal Highnesses The Prince and Princess of Wales 5th November 1981
together with various other programmes including Lord Mayor's Banquet, state occasions etc £30-50

707 A Standard stereoscope viewer in a mahogany case together with 46 various glass slides £50-75

708 A collection of glass photographic slides contained in a wooden box 8cm x 10cm, a collection of glass
photographic slides in a cardboard box marked Loweswater 12cm x 16cm, 3 further boxes of glass
photographic slides 8cm x 10cm £30-50

709 A reproduction Chinese bronze Jai wine vessel, raised on panelled supports 24cm x 14cm £50-75

711 A reproduction Victorian turned wooden police truncheon 39cm together with 1 other 30cm £30-50

712 The Amateur Radio Handbook 1944, The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1940 and 1944, together with various
pamphlets and manuals £30-50

713 A cylindrical brass and glass Hebrum light fitting 25cm x 15cm ( photo centre pages ) £40-60

714 A gilt metal Dutch style 3 light electrolier 56cm h x 47cm diam. £30-50

715 A black Bakelite dial telephone raised on a rectangular outswept base 12cm h x 18cm w x 13cm d £30-40

716 A Corona folding portable manual typewriter complete with carrying case £40-60

717 W Watson & Sons, a Service One single pillar microscope no.103103 £50-75

718 A black Bakelite dial telephone the base fitted a drawer and marked 332L PL57/2A together with 1 other
£30-50

719 A rectangular oak box containing a collection of moths 10cm x 45cm x 33cm, a rectangular shallow display
cabinet containing a collection of butterflies 5cm x 45cm x 33cm and 2 circular frames containing moths and
butterflies 5cm x 25cm £40-60

720 A 1940's tubular metal framed folding, 4 wheeled, wheelchair 100cm h x 101cm w x 50cm (seat 35cm x 44cm)
£40-60

721 A lady's quarter length mink fur coat £40-60

722 A lady's blonde mink fur stole £30-40

723 A lady's mink quarter length fur jacket (some molt) £30-40

724 A lady's light fur stole together with a lady's mink 3/4 length jacket £30-50

725 A Chinese tinplate battery operated "Space Tank" model ME091, boxed £50-70

The tank and box with inserts are in good condition

726 A Chinese tinplate Streamline Electric Sedan ME009 battery powered car in turquoise, boxed ( photo centre
pages ) £80-120

The box in fair condition the car in good condition with some paint loss to underside.  The battery compartment
is in good order.  Some rust spots on the instructions and the packaging paper
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727 A Triang Minic clockwork blue Ford Zephyr 6 (no key), boxed £50-70

The car is in good condition, the box is faded and is missing a flap

728 A Chinese tinplate Sea-Martin sedan friction car MF139 in cream and orange, boxed £40-60

The car is in good condition, the box in fair condition

729 A Wells of London tinplate clockwork bus in red with grey roof bearing advert "Thanks for Buying British" with
Union Jack flags £50-80

The bus is showing signs of rust and missing paint

730 Thirteen various Chinese tinplate toys - Blue Bird MS029, Pecking Chicken MS006, Sparrow MS568,
Swimming Duck MS042, Easter Egg MS033, Tranging Plane MS011, Train MF719, Super Sonic Jet Airplane
MF103, Racer MF800, Baby Convertible MF926, Ice Cream Vendor MS405, Gosling MS098, Communications
and Transport MS688, all boxed £40-60

731 A West German Gescha "Express Boy" clockwork tinplate toy, a German tinplate teledrive car (auto
ferngesteuert), a German tinplate clockwork steam roller model NR.610 and a reproduction Schuco clockwork
1936 Mercedes Grand Prix car £50-70

732 A Mar tinplate Speed Cop set boxed, a Mettoy railway bridge boxed, a Sparking Super Chief Express 721
boxed, an S Wells & Co Walking Clown 9/148 boxed, a Minic Ford Saloon boxed and a clockwork model
paddle steamer £40-60

733 A tinplate clockwork train, a ditto racing car together with a collection of tin plate vehicles etc £30-50

734 A collection of Japanese tinplate clockwork and other toys £30-50

735 A Soviet Russian tinplate clockwork motorcycle and sidecar boxed, ditto man and cart together with a scooter
rider boxed £30-50

736 A large collection of tinplate clockwork and other toys contained in a rectangular plastic crate £40-60

737 The Original Amazing Dancing Charlie Illusion with part paper bag £40-60

Crease to the neck

738 A childs Victorian 63 piece six sided puzzle 38cm x 30cm boxed (hinge damaged) £40-60

739 A Hornby O gauge clockwork M O Goods train set boxed, together with a small quantity of rolling stock etc
£30-40

740 A Triang Meskel 44 model crane £30-40

741 A collection of GB Elizabeth II presentation stamps and first day covers £30-50

742 A lady's brown beaver lamb jacket £40-60

743 A lady's gilt metal evening bag and 3 other evening bags £30-50

744 Reynolds & Branson of Leeds, a quarter plate field camera, the lens marked Reynolds & Branson 5 X 4, Rapid
reflector rectilinear, 1 other field plate camera the lens marked Compur no.320284 1.6.5 £50-75

745 A Rouch-Rouchs Patent mahogany and brass tailboard camera manufactured by MWW Rouch & Co of
London, with beck primus lens with red bellows and 1 other with red bellows and unmarked lens ( photo centre
pages ) £50-75

746 A rectangular black leather photographic plate case containing 8 various photographic plates £30-50

747 A Victorian brass oil lamp base raised on an embossed brass base 26cm h x 8cm together with 1 other on a
pottery socle base 34cm x 17cm £40-60

748 An Abu Ambassadeur 6501-CB multiplying beach casting fishing reel £30-50

749 An Alcocks Perfection Flick-EM coarse centre pin fishing reel with zip and cloth pouch £30-50

750 A Leeds 5" trotting centrepin fishing reel boxed £30-50

751 A Walker Bampton Alnwick 10' split cane two piece carp fishing rod with Hardy Bros reel fitting in a black cloth
case £30-50
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752 A handbuilt Hardy Bros 13' match fishing rod in blue cloth bag £30-50

753 A mahogany and brass centrepin starback fishing reel 3 1/2", a centrepin ditto 3 1/2" and 6 others (2 x 3", 2 x
2" and 2 x 1 1/5") £30-50

754 A Hardy centrepin fishing reel "The Viscount" with spare spool, a Shakespeare Speedex centrepin fishing reel,
W J Young and Sons Pridex ditto, an Intrepid Super fly reel, a Twinfish Super Deluxe Sealey centre pin reel,
an Olympic 440, a Mitchell 710 automatic fly reel and 1 other  boxed £40-60

755 A French automatic stereoscopic viewer "Le Taxiphote" by Jules Richard circa 1905, the twin handled storage
base fitted three long drawers each of 4 compartments containing a Bakelite magazine holding 25 slides, the
upper cased mechanism fully functional and features a wooden slide ocular adjuster 41 cm h x 22 cm w
(including storage base)

The 12 slide trays to include subjects of Brighton, Surrey, Portugal, France (most involving automotive races) (
photo centre pages ) £200-400

Most slide trays are partially full with three having half or less slides. The lever to control the  rotating optional
left eye blinder and right eye lens is missing and the aforementioned lens is missing

756 Winston S Churchill, three greetings cards to David Iested (the vendor's grandfather, who was the postman to
Chartwell from the late 1940's until the mid 1960's) with secretarial signatures "With Christmas Wishes From
Sir Winston and Lady Churchill" and "With Christmas thoughts and wishes from Sir Winston and Lady
Churchill", the third unsigned.  All Hallmark cards depicting Churchill's artwork - two still lives and a View From
Chartwell £100-150

757 Eddie Braben "The Best of Morecambe and Wise" annual signed Eric Morecambe, the interior also with
personal note from Eric Morecambe £40-60

758 A 1940's Mickey Mouse rag doll 38cm £30-50

759 A pair of Rococo style plaster table lamps 65cm h x 20cm diam. (1 f and r) complete with shades £40-60

760 A stylish mid Century Italian, Sputnik style metal ashtray, marked to the underside Modele Depose La
Parisiana, Made in Italy, raised on 3 outswept supports 48cm h x 19cm £30-40

761 A 19th Century Continental painted pine wagon tailboard, painted scenes of dancers and crusaders 52cm h x
106cm w £50-75

Some signs of old repairs

762 A 1990's stylish "ski helmet" aluminium table lamp raised on a circular base 24cm h x 48cm x 17cm ( photo
centre pages ) £60-90

763 A large collection of Elvis Presley memorabilia mainly from the seventies in including licensed concert
photographs, fan club photographs and annuals. £40-60

764 A 17th Century style Spanish sword with lancet hilt and 95cm blade complete with leather scabbard £30-50

765 An iron cauldron complete with lid and swing handle 21cm h x 14cm w £30-50

766 Three boxing gloves, all signed Henry Cooper £30-50
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 C Pearson 1858, watercolour, Scottish loch scene with ruined castle and figures in a boat, signed and dated
31cm  x 49cm £50-75

802 A 19th Century Indian watercolour of a gentleman fighting a tiger with a woman in attendance, script above
25cm x 17cm £40-60

803 Hamilton, 18th Century engraving, "The Devastation Occasioned by The Rioters of London Firing the New
Goal of Newgate and Burning Mr Ackerman's Furniture and Company, June 6th 1780" 21.5cm x 31cm £50-75

804 19th Century oil on canvas, unsigned, interior scene with a lady carrying a basket of vegetables, unframed
59cm x 45cm £50-75

805 A Victorian pastel portrait of Charlotte Elliott Grenfell aged 15, unsigned, 40cm x 30cm £30-50

Some minor foxing

806 A 19th Century coastal map of the North of England to Scotland, plate no.5, coloured, 44cm x 28cm £30-50

807 Buck, prints "The West of View of Restormel Castle in the County of Cornwall" and "The South East View of
Fowey Castle in the County of Cornwall" 20cm x 38cm £30-50

808 19th Century watercolours, a pair, studies of gentleman at country pursuits 62cm x 45cm £50-75

Both are faded

809 E S Bessell, engravings, a pair, 'The Wye at Hereford" and "Ludlow Castle", signed in pencil, labelled to the
back 17cm  24cm £40-60

810 After J H Vignoles Fisher (1860-1939), coloured print with figure and cattle in an extensive landscape,
inscribed in pencil no 122, 33cm x 45cm £40-60

811 Edwin Earp (1851-1945), watercolours, a pair, Scottish loch scenes with boats and figures 22cm x 59cm
£50-75

812 A 19th Century oval pastel portrait of a frock coated gentleman, inscribed en verso and dated 1879 by Marcus
Yelf 58cm x 48cm £80-120

813 After Caravaggio, oil on canvas, study of a young gentleman holding a staff 66cm x 31cm £40-60

814 Kunisada, 19th Century woodblock prints of ladies at leisure 37cm x 25cm £80-120

815 A 19th Century oil on canvas, Scottish loch scene with fisherman and figures in a boat, unsigned, 29cm x
49cm £50-75

816 Sir William Russell Flint (1880-1969), a coloured print "Rosa and Marissa" signed in pencil to the margin 63cm
w x 48cm h £50-70

817 Sir William Russell Flint (1880-1969), a coloured print "Casilda's White Petticoat" signed in pencil to the margin
62cm w x 48cm £50-70

818 A 19th Century oil on panel, circular study of a battle scene with figures on horseback, 9cm £50-75

819 Michael Rothenstein (1908-1993), a woodcut limited edition coloured print "Scarlet Berries" no. 1 of 75, signed
to the margin 63cm h x 64cm w ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

820 Michael Morris (1938-2010), oil on canvas "Sussex Sunset" sunset study with windmill and distant buildings,
signed 59cm x 89cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
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821 Sir William Russell Flint (1880-1969), coloured print "The Question of Colour" 48cm x 63cm £80-120

822 Audrey Lewis-Hopkins (1914-2011), oil on canvas signed Lewis Hopkins, inscribed en verso Bristol,
impressionist study numbered 376, 76cm x 53cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

823 A 19th Century Chinese silk work embroidery depicting insects enclosed in a floral border 116cm x 53cm
£40-60

824 George Craig Spence (born 1931), mid century ceramic relief study signed, 61cm x 61cm ( photo centre pages
) £100-150

825 Henrik Horst, (b.1942), mid Century copper sculptures, label en verso 90cm x 40cm £50-75

826 19th Century Japanese woodblock book of prints containing 18 coloured pages of figures at pursuit in winter
landscapes, moonlit studies and pavillion interiors, signed 21cm x 16cm £100-150

The outer cover is distressed

827 19th Century oval watercolour miniature of a figures on elephants amongst a crowd of onlookers 7cm x 6cm, 3
ditto miniatures of gentleman 5cm x 4.5cm and a lady 4cm x 4cm (cracked) £40-60

828 K W, 20th Century watercolour, angular mountainous study 31.5cm x 26.5cm, inscribed in pencil on verso
£200-300

829 John Gerald Christopher Ryan, felt tip pen on paper signed, study of Captain Pugwash, unframed, 76cm x
50cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

There are some nips to the edge of the paper, numerous folds, staining and water damage across the bottom
fold
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 Astral, an Edwardian 8 day bedroom timepiece with 10cm dial contained in an arched  inlaid mahogany case
26cm x 17cm x 12cm, complete with pendulum but no key £30-50

852 A Victorian French 8 day striking mantel clock with gilded dial and Roman numerals contained in a carved oak
4 glass case, deeply carved, complete with pendulum and key, the dial marked Savory & Sons, 14494 42cm h
x 28cm w x 14cm d £60-80

A section of timber is missing to the left hand edge

853 A 20th Century carriage clock timepiece, the enamelled dial marked Mappin & Webb Ltd, complete with key
13cm x 10cm x 8cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The clock is currently running, there is a mark to the top

854 Smiths, an 8 day Art Deco timepiece with square silvered dial, contained in a chrome case 16cm h x 17cm w x
7cm d £30-50

The clock is currently running

855 An American shelf clock with 16cm painted dial, contained in a mahogany Cathedral door style case 17cm h x
23cm w x 10cm d £20-30

Veneers missing in places, section of timber missing to the right hand edge, glass door is cracked, no
pendulum or key

856 A 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in
a 2 colour marble case, back plated marked 1090, complete with pendulum but no key 25cm h x 22cm w x
14cm d £30-40

The bell strike is a/f, some chips to the marble and the top has slight damage

857 A 19th Century Vienna style striking regulator with 18cm enamelled dial having a subsidiary second hand,
Roman numerals and wooden pendulum, contained in a walnut case, complete with key, pendulum and 2
weights £50-75

858 Haller, an Art Deco 1930's Continental 8 day striking mantel clock with arched dial and Arabic numerals
contained in a walnut case, 21cm h x 27cm w x 11cm d £30-50

859 A 1930's chiming longcase clock with 15cm silvered dial and Roman numerals, contained in mahogany arch
shaped case 126 h x 26cm w x 15cm d, complete with pendulum (no key) £30-40

860 A Continental 8 day striking mantel clock with 15cm arched gilt dial, Arabic numerals and silvered chapter ring,
contained in an oak case, complete with pendulum 37cm h x 24cm w x 15cm d £25-35

This clock has a pendulum but no key. It is not currently in working order.

861 Smiths, an Art Deco timepiece with square silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in an oak case 20cm x
29cm x 7cm, fitted with a quartz battery operated movement £30-40

862 Junghans, an Edwardian striking mantel clock with paper dial and Arabic numerals contained in a walnut case
(no pendulum or key) 31cm h x 34cm w x 15cm d £30-40

Signs of old but treated worm

863 A Nauticalia ships style aneroid barometer contained in a gilt metal case 10cm x 27cm, the dial marked Saloon
£30-40

864 A Vienna style striking regulator with 14cm gilt and porcelain dial, Roman numerals and gridiron pendulum,
contained in a walnut case complete with key 80cm h x 29cm w x 15cm d £40-60
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865 A Waterbury Clock Company 19th Century, 8 day striking clock with paper dial and Roman numerals,
contained in an oak architectural case, with pendulum but no key, 29cm h x 35cm w x 14cm d £40-60

There is a split to the top, small sections of veneer missing to the base

866 An Edwardian striking mantel clock with 16cm silvered dial and Arabic numerals, contained in a arched shaped
mahogany case, raised on ogee bracket feet, 29cm x 31cm x 13cm, complete with pendulum and key £30-40

867 A Vienna style striking regulator with 18cm paper dial and gridiron pendulum, complete with key, contained in a
mahogany case 93cm h x 45cm w x 19cm d £40-60

868 An Edwardian Continental 8 day striking mantel clock with 13cm enamelled dial and Roman numerals,
contained in an inlaid mahogany case, complete with pendulum (no key)  34cm x 25cm x 13cm £25-35

869 An Edwardian French 8 day striking mantel clock, the 11cm enamelled dial with Arabic numerals marked
Walker & Hall Ltd., contained in an inlaid mahogany arch shaped case, complete with pendulum (no key) 26cm
h x 34cm w x 13cm d £25-35

870 A Blick time recorder with 10cm circular silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in an oak case 15cm x
34cm x 31cm, marked Stafsine £60-80

871 An Art Deco 3 piece white marble clock garniture comprising rectangular striking mantel clock with 14cm
silvered dial contained in a 2 colour marble case, complete with pendulum and key, 20cm h x 30cm x 11cm
(some chips in places), together with 2 marble side pieces 13cm x 8cm x 7cm £50-75

872 Gledhill-Brook, an electric time recorder, the 25cm dial marked The Gledhill-Brook Time Records Ltd, Patent
Electrically Propelled, contained in an oak case 115cm h x 39cm w x 30cm d ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

A section of timber is missing from the base

873 John Holmes of Guildford, an 18th Century 30 hour longcase clock, the 31.5cm square painted dial with floral
spandrels, Roman numerals and steel handles, the dial marked Jn Holins, contained in a late pine case
complete with pendulum and key 196cm h £80-120

874 A German 400 day clock with 9cm porcelain dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a gilt metal case, the back
plate plate marked Made in Germany 151965 together with an associated plastic dome 44cm h x 23cm diam.
£60-90

875 An Edwardian French 8 day chiming bracket clock with 18cm silvered dial, Roman numerals on 2 gongs, the
back plate marked Made in France, contained in an arched bleached mahogany case raised on ogee bracket
feet 33cm x 30cm x 18cm, complete with pendulum (no key) £50-75

The case is sun bleached
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A red and blue ground Belouche prayer rug with temple design to the top 125cm x 85cm £70-90

882 A red and white machine made floral patterned Persian style rug with central medallion 355cm x 275cm
£40-50

883 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 2 stylised medallions to the centre within a 5 row border 151cm x
106cm £50-75

884 A red and blue ground Afghan carpet with all-over geometric design 282cm x 212cm £80-120

885 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 2 stylised medallions to the centre within a 5 row border 145cm x
112cm £50-75

886 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 268cm x 62cm
£80-100

887 A white, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim rug 143cm x 102cm £80-100

888 A red, black and white ground Suzni Kilim runner with all over diamond design 314cm x 73cm £90-120

889 A yellow, turquoise and blue ground Chobi Kilim rug with diamond design 50cm x 52cm £25-35

890 A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 255cm x 70cm £80-100

891 A blue, turquoise and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner with all-over geometric designs 293cm x 84cm
£130-160

892 A black and white ground Mori Jaldar rug with 14 stylised medallions to the centre within a multi row border
120cm x 74cm £100-140

893 A tan, black and white ground Maimana Kilim with 2 diamonds to the centre 86cm x 68cm £25-35

894 A Kashmiri black ground stitch work panel with floral embroidery 146cm x 89cm £50-75

895 A black, green and brown ground Maimana Kilim runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 197cm x 64cm £50-75

896 A turquoise, yellow and white ground Chobi Kilim runner with 6 diamonds to the centre 184cm x 62cm £70-90

897 A red, brown and black ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over geometric design 143 x 96cm £60-80

898 A red, blue and brown ground pictorial belouch rug with buildings and trees 148cm x 85cm £70-90

899 A brown, green and white ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over diamond design 185cm x 121cm £100-150

900 A white, tan and blue ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over geometric design 202cm x 154cm £160-180

901 A green, brown and black ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over geometric design 290cm x 80cm £50-75

902 A black, brown and green ground Chobi Kilim rug with 2 rows of 8 diamonds to the centre 134cm x 81cm
£60-80

903 A red ground Bokhara rug with 21 octagons to the centre 179cm x 97cm £40-60

Sun bleached

904 A green and white ground machine made Persian style hearth rug 141cm x 70cm £30-50
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

921 An ebonised oak 7 tier Globe Wernicke bookcase enclosed by lead glazed panelled doors 188cm h x 86cm w
x 27cm d £200-300

1 glass pane is damaged

922 A Georgian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement brass plate drop handles, raised
on turned supports 102cm h x 90cm w x 46cm d £70-90

The top is slightly warped

923 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing table, the arched back fitted an oval bevelled plate mirror flanked by 2
drawers with green inset writing surface, raised on square tapered supports 96m h x 86cm w x 43cm d £50-75

The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, the writing surface has wear and the back left hand
leg is warped

924 A Victorian rectangular mahogany bidet complete with china liner, raised on turned and reeded supports 46cm
h x 48cm w x 32cm d £40-60

Some contact marks and scratches in places

926 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on square supports with
brass caps and casters 70cm h x 84cm w x 46cm £20-30

Bruising, ring marks, flaps are slightly warped, replacement ceramic handles to 1 end, 2 handles are missing

928 A 19th Century Continental pine wardrobe fitted a rail and shelves enclosed by panelled doors, on bun feet
177cm h x 114cm w x 54cm d £120-160

929 An Edwardian Art Nouveau bleached oak students bureau, the arched back with carved decoration, the fall
front revealing a well fitted interior with 2 inkwells above 2 shelves 115cm h x 84cm w x 24cm d £80-120

Slight mark to the bottom of the fall front

930 An Edwardian Chippendale style circular mahogany torchere, raised on a turned and fluted column with tripod
base 104cm h x 28cm diam. £50-75

Some scratches and water marks to the top

931 An Edwardian mahogany bedside cabinet with crossbanded top, enclosed by a panelled door, raised on
square tapered supports 76cm h x 38cm w x 35cm d £30-50

Some pitting and scratching to the top

932 Maple & Co, an Edwardian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on
bracket feet 108cm h x 107cm w x 56cm d £80-120

Ring mark and slight scratching to the top, some sections of crossbanding missing in places

933 A 19th Century D shaped pine dresser base fitted 2 drawers with replacement brass swan neck drop handles
above double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 94cm h x 138cm w x 45cm d £50-75

Some sections of timber have been let in to the top as the piece previously had a raised back. It has
replacement handles to the drawers and a lock has been removed from the doors.

934 A Victorian carved walnut showframe nursing chair upholstered in yellow sculptured material, raised on turned
supports 90cm h x 54cm w x 43cm d (seat 34cm x 30cm) £40-60

Back is loose

935 An Eastern carved octagonal hardwood table inlaid mother of pearl raised on panelled supports 40cm h x
30cm w x 30cm d £30-50

Two of the leg panels have small sections of old repair at the top. There are some small cracks to the raised
octagonal edge of the top and several sections of star inlay are missing to most of the panels.
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936 A Victorian style walnut collectors chest with dentil cornice and vitruvian scrolls to the side fitted 4 drawers
41cm h x 45cm w x 23cm d £50-75

Some light water marks and scratching to the top

937 A Rococo style rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a carved gilt wood frame 92cm x 50cm £75-120

938 Alexander Clark, a 1920's square mahogany surprise table with hinged lid, raised on square supports ending
in brass caps and ceramic casters 76cm h x 58cm w x 61cm d £100-150

Scratching and pitting to the interior and top and a slight gap to the top

939 A William IV carved mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in red buttoned material, raised on
turned supports 91cm h x 53cm w x 50cm d (seat 36cm x 36cm) £40-60

Some contact marks to the high points, seat is stained in places

940 A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass escutcheons 98cm h x
105cm w x 53cm d £80-120

Some scuffing and scratches to the top, the 2 top drawers are missing brass escutcheons, there is damage to
the cock beading in places, the locks to the right hand top drawer and bottom drawer are missing

941 A Victorian mahogany Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned supports 70cm h x 88cm w x
45cm when closed £30-40

The drop flaps are warped

942 A Victorian alabaster pedestal with octagonal base 98cm h x 23cm w x 23cm d £100-150

Crack to the base

943 An Edwardian oak hanging cabinet the upper section fitted 2 shelves with cupboard beneath, fretted panels to
the side 54cm h x 53cm w x 13cm d £40-60

The left hand panel has a split

944 A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction and hinged lid, the interior fitted a candle box 71cm h x
125cm w x 56cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There is a split to the top and signs of old but treated worm, the top is slightly warped and has light scratching
and water marks, the interior has 2 iron brackets to stabilize the lid

945 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany dressing table with oval bevelled plate mirror, the base fitted 2 glove drawers,
2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on square tapered supports ending in ceramic casters 153cm h x 107cm w
x 49cm d £40-60

Some sun bleaching and water marks to the top 40

946 A Victorian ebonised nursing chair with bobbin turned decoration, the seat and back upholstered in pink
material, on turned supports  30cm h x 38cm w x 45cm d (seat 30cm x 34cm) £25-35

Frame is loose

947 An Edwardian rectangular mahogany card table raised on square supports with H framed stretcher 75cm h x
51cm w x 36cm d £30-40

Slight water mark to the top

948 A French style Kingwood display cabinet of serpentine outline, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled
doors with gilt mounts throughout 158cm h x 100cm w x 35cm d £90-120

Sections of veneer are missing to the top and the side

949 A 19th Century mahogany corner wash stand with raised back fitted 3 bowl recepticals with undertier, on out
swept supports 109cm h x 60cm w x 41cm d £30-50

There are 2 splits to the top and each of the undertiers has a split
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950 An 18th/19th Century circular oak tea table, raised on a turned column and tripod base 69cm h x 56cm diam.
£40-60

There is a split, water damage, ink mark and pitting to the top, the base has an old blacksmith repair

951 An 18/19th Century oak and mahogany bow front chest with crossbanded top and inlaid satinwood stringing,
fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement drop handles, raised on bracket feet 87cm h x 112cm w x
57cm d £70-100

There is a split to the top, sections of crossbanding missing

952 A Georgian style oval mahogany pedestal extending dining/boardroom table with inset tooled leather surface
and 1 extra leaf, raised on turned column and tripod base 75cm h x 101cm w x 101cm l when closed x 141cm l
when extended £50-75

Some scuffing to the leather top

953 A pair of Georgian style mahogany side tables fitted 2 drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
square tapered supports ending in brass caps and casters 75cm h x 122cm w x 49cm d £150-200

954 An Edwardian Georgian style circular mahogany plate bucket with swing handle and brass 32cm h x 30cm
diam. with part brass liner £70-90

955 An Edwardian square mahogany 2 tier revolving bookcase 84cm h x 47cm £80-120

Some sun bleaching, contact marks and scratches to the top

956 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on turned supports
83cm h x 103cm w x 47cm d £80-120

The top is split, scratched and 3 of the tore handles are damaged, beading to the top of the right hand side is
missing

957 A pair of Georgian style side tables fitted drawers, raised on cabriole supports 70cm h x 70cm w x 47cm d
£60-80

Some light contact marks and scratches in places

958 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 3 drawers with replacement brass drop handles, raised on bracket feet
86cm h x 108cm w x 51cm d £60-80

The top is slightly warped and there is a split to both sides

959 A William IV show frame rosewood tub back chair upholstered in yellow buttoned material, raised on turned
and reeded supports 96cm h x 62cm w x 59cm d (seat 35cm x 46cm) £70-90

Frame is loose

960 A 17th/18th Century oak coffer with hinged lid and carved panels to the front 71cm h x 124cm w x 56cm d
£100-150

The hinges are original, the top is split, warped and has stained marks in places

961 A circular walnut coffee table with inset ink veined marble top, raised on cabriole supports 43cm h x 80cm
diam. £50-75

962 A 19th Century American style tub back revolving office chair with spindle decoration 90cm h x 65cm w x 50cm
d (seat 37cm x 33cm) £60-80

963 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 4 drawers with brass lion ring mask drop handles, raised on ogee bracket
feet 101cm h x 92cm w x 51cm d £40-60

The bases of the drawers have been replaced with plywood, contact marks and scratches to the top
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964 A set of 8 elm ladder back dining chairs with woven rush seats on turned supports comprising 2 carvers 106cm
h x 57cm w x 40cm d (seat 40cm x 33cm) and 6 standard chairs 106cm h x 54cm w x 48cm c (seat 35cm x
30cm) £50-75

All frames are loose, all have contact marks to the high points, some water bleaching and the seats show signs
of wear

965 A Georgian mahogany oval drop flap tea table, raised on club supports 68cm h x 90cm w x 35cm when closed
x 110cm when open £50-75

Damage to the rule joint, new section of timber has been let in, slight scratches in places, small section of
timber missing to the top of 1 of the flaps

966 A rectangular Victorian mahogany bidet complete with china liner, raised on turned supports 44cm h x 53cm w
x 32cm d £40-60

There is a split to the top

967 A carved hardwood folding koran stand 25cm h x 35cm w x 21cm d together with a ditto pierced and carved
inlaid mother of pearl 34cm h x 38cm w x 16cm d (some inlay missing) £50-75

968 A pair of Georgian style inlaid mahogany lamp tables fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on square
supports 70cm h x 50cm w x 50cm d £50-75

Scratched in places, drawer stops missing to 3 of the short drawers, water marks to the top

969 A Victorian carved oak drop flap 2 tier cricket table of triangular form when folded 76cm h x 62cm w x 54cm d,
when open of circular form 72cm diam. £40-60

There is a split to the top and also water stains, the undertier has splits

970 A rectangular Victorian rosewood trinket box with hinged lid and oval mother of pearl inlaid panel to the top
12cm h x 30cm w x 22cm d £30-40

971 An Edwardian walnut chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on a platform base 83cm h x 104cm w x
49cm d £40-60

The top is warped, some water marks and has a crude screw repair

972 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bedside cabinet with raised back enclosed by a panelled door, raised on
square tapered supports 78cm h x 41cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Scratches and pitting to the top

973 A pair of Art Deco walnut corner whatnots of serpentine outline fitted 3 shelves 47cm h x 46cm w x 32cm d
£40-60

Both have water damage, 1 is missing a section of veneer

974 A 19th Century elm coffer with hinged lid, interior fitted a candle box, raised on bracket feet 49cm h x 126cm w
x 51cm d £50-75

Top is warped and scratched in places, small chip of veneer missing to the front

975 A 20th Century Victorian style bevelled plate over mantel mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 137cm h x
136cm w £100-150

976 An Edwardian winged armchair upholstered in Regency stripe, raised on cabriole supports 100cm h x 74cm w
x 61cm d (seat 41cm x 55cm) £40-60

Frame is loose

977 A Georgian style shaped mahogany 2 tier coffee table with inset writing surface, raised on 4 turned columns,
splayed feet, brass caps and casters 44cm h x 107cm w x 50cm d £40-60

The brown leather top has ring marks
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978 A William IV anglo Indian buffalo horn sewing box with hinged lid 19cm h x 34cm w x 24cm d £40-60

Substantial sections of buffalo horn are missing to the back and sides, hinge is a/f, 1 of the 3 bun feet is
missing

979 A Victorian mahogany draw leaf dining table raised on turned supports 72cm h x 90cm  w x 82cm l x 148cm
when extended £40-60

The top is split, has ink mark

980 A Victorian carved oak metamorphic 4 tread library steps/chair 90cm x 44cm w x 33cm d, as steps 90cm h x
71cm x 44cm £60-80

Crude repair with modern brass hinges and screws, metal strap missing to the side

981 A Georgian oak double corner cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice and cupboard enclosed by a
panelled door, the base enclosed by a panelled door, raised on bracket feet 60cm h x 73cm w x 51cm d
£50-75

982 A 19th Century elm and beech stick and bar back Windsor chair, the solid seat marked CW, raised on turned
supports with H framed stretcher 100cm h x 36cm w x 39cm d (seat 24cm x 26cm) £30-50

983 A Victorian ash chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass drop handles, raised on a platform base 105cm
h x 106cm w x 54cm d £60-80

Contact marks and scratches in places

984 A Georgian style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame, the serpentine fronted base
fitted 3 drawers, on bracket feet 65cm h x 52cm w x 20cm d £30-50

985 A harlequin set of 4 (3 and 1) Victorian beech framed bar back chairs with woven cane seats, raised on turned
supports 85cm h x 39cm w x 34cm d £30-50

Frames are loose

986 Globe Wernicke, a pair of oak Globe Wernicke 5 tier bookcases enclosed by folding lead glazed panelled
doors, each base fitted 1 long drawer 178cm h x 86cm w 30cm d ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

Some light contact marks to both

987 A 19th/20th Century mahogany dolls rocking crib 45cm h x 73cm w x 38cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

988 A Victorian mahogany open bookcase fitted adjustable shelves, raised on bracket feet 109cm h x 106cm w x
28cm d £80-120

Some contact marks and scratches in places

989 A Victorian light oak show frame tub back chair upholstered in mushroom material, raised on turned supports
84cm h x 60cm w x 57cm d (seat 40cm x 42cm) £50-75

Upholstery to the right arm is lifting, stain to the seat

990 An Edwardian circular oval 2 tier occasional table raised on cabriole supports 73cm h x 67cm diam. £30-50

Some contact marks, ring marks and scratches to the warped top

991 A Continental inlaid satinwood mahogany chest fitted 3 drawers, raised on square tapered supports 75cm h x
55cm w x 42cm d £80-120

Sun bleached, veneers missing in places

992 An Edwardian armchair upholstered in mushroom material, raised on turned supports 76cm h x 67cm w x
70cm d (seat 37cm x 46cm) £60-90

993 An Edwardian oak wedge shaped stationery box with stepped interior, the base fitted a drawer 33cm h x 33cm
w x 28cm d £60-60

The escutcheon is missing and some of the internal divisions are also missing
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994 A William IV circular walnut quarter veneered wine table, raised on a turned column, triform base, bun feet
69cm h x 45cm diam. £50-75

Veneers to the top are bubbling, damaged and have ring marks, column is loose

995 A Victorian armchair upholstered in yellow buttoned material, raised on turned supports 88cm h x 67cm w x
75cm d (seat 39cm x 49cm) £60-80

Frame loose

996 A Victorian rectangular inlaid mahogany trinket box with hinged lid 10cm h x 25cm w x 18cm d together with an
Edwardian inlaid mahogany kidney shaped twin handled tea tray 54cm x 35cm £40-60

First box has a split to top and some pitting, escutcheon missing

997 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 3 drawers, raised on
bracket feet 95cm h x 76cm w x 42cm d £40-60

Inlay missing in places, sun bleached, fall front is warped

998 A pair of 1930's Art Deco oak framed club style armchairs upholstered in brown rexine, raised on bun supports
77cm h x 80cm w x 71cm d (seat 48cm x 39cm) £50-75

1 has damaged to the carved roundel

999 An Edwardian anglo Indian carved hardwood triangular shaped 2 tier occasional table of minimalist design
68cm h x 55cm w x 51cm d £40-60

The top is warped and water stained

1000 A G-Plan teak tall chest of 6 drawers from the "Quadrille" range, 50cm w x 46 cm d x 115cm h ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

1001 A G-Plan teak tall chest of 6 drawers from the "Quadrille" range, 50cm w x 46 cm d x 115cm h £100-150

1002 Robin Day for Hille, a 1960`s plastic coffee table in cream/white with central circular orange storage cover.
£50-70

1003 Robin Day for Hille, a 1960`s plastic coffee table in light coffee with central circular brown storage cover.
£40-60

1004 Mogens Kold, a 1950's Danish teak vanity chest. The flip top having a mirror en verso revealing a bleached
interior consisting centre tray flanked left and right by two drawers and one drawer respectively. The chest of 3
long drawers with recessed handles with two faux drawers above incorporated in the fall front. Raised on
round tapering legs with figured stretcher, 67w x 40d x 89h ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

1005 Kofod Larson for G-Plan, a teak  mid century dressing table fitted four drawers with shaped mirror 117cm h x
132cm w x 46cm d £100-150

1006 Archie Shine for Robert Heritage, a mid Century teak sideboard of two cupboards and 4 ribbed drawers 80cm
h x 243cm w x 46cm d ( photo centre pages ) £500-800

1007 A 20th Century white veined "marble" pedestal table raised on a rectangular pedestal 72cm h x 135cm w x
45cm d £50-75

1008 A 20th Century octagonal white veined "marble" pedestal 101cm h x 25cm w x 25cm d £50-75

1009 An Edwardian oval mahogany Chippendale style 2 tier etagere, the top fitted a detachable tray, raised on
square tapered supports ending in spade feet 73cm h x 67cm w x 45cm d £60-80

1010 A 1920's bamboo folding easel 168cm h x 57cm w x 56cm d £60-80

There is some cresting missing to one side leaving nowhere for the circular finial to sit. The easel is otherwise
in good condition and does function but is not particularly sturdy.
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1011 A set of 5 Edwardian inlaid mahogany stick and rail back dining chairs, raised on square tapered supports,
spade feet comprising 1 carver 101cm h x 53cm w x 48cm d (31cm x 30cm) and 4 standard 95cm h x 45cm x
42cm (seat 29cm x 29cm) £40-60

All frames are loose and are sun bleached, 1 has a small section of wood missing to the side

1012 An Edwardian circular walnut occasional table, raised on turned supports with X framed stretcher 45cm h x
49cm diam. £20-30

Water stains to the top

1013 A Victorian carved walnut two tier buffet with shaped raised back, raised on turned supports with brass caps
and casters 98cm h x 121cm w x 61cm d £60-80

Contact marks and slight scratching in places, the back is loose

1014 A rectangular Queen Anne style walnut footstool with floral Berlin woolwork seat raised on cabriole supports
12cm x 30cm x 21cm £30-40

There are 2 small holes to the top of 1 of the legs and some scuffing to the feet in places

1015 A 19th Century Indian carved hardwood and inlaid ivory trinket box with hinged lid 11cm h x 30cm w x 20cm d
£30-50

Some ivory missing in places, has replacement hinges

1016 A Moorish hardwood and inlaid mother of pearl decagonal (10 sided) occasional table fitted a frieze drawer
69cm h x 59cm w x 59cm d £50-75

The top is split and has large sections of inlay missing

1018 A 19th Century Continental walnut bed frame with arch shaped top 129cm h x 134cm w x 204cm l £60-80

1019 A Victorian walnut writing slope with hinged lid 13cm h x 45cm w x 24cm d 13cm h x 45cm w x 24cm d £30-50

There is a split to the top, tongues on the lock are missing

1020 Signoretto, a Georgian style inlaid satinwood display cabinet, the raised back with moulded cornice, fitted
adjustable shelves above 1 drawer, raised on turned supports with undertier 210cm h x 121cm w x 151cm d
£70-90

2 panes of glass are missing to the front, there is scratching to the top

1021 A pair of late Victorian carved walnut slat and bar back dining chairs with bobbin turned decoration and over
stuffed seats, raised on turned supports 85cm h x 50cm w x 47cm d £20-30

Frames are loose

1022 A Victorian rectangular rosewood and inlaid mother of pearl writing slope with hinged lid 13cm h x 40cm w x
24cm d £50-75

Top is warped and has water damage

1024 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany bookcase on cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, the
interior fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors, the base fitted 2 long drawers above a
double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 224cm h x 117cm w x 45cm d £80-120

Split to the side at the top, some pitting to the base

1025 A 20th Century Victorian style rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 84cm h x 99cm
w x 6cm d £30-50

1026 A rectangular Chinese hardwood opium table raised on shaped supports 27cm h x 116cm w x 60cm d £50-75

Some contact marks to the top

1027 A Hepplewhite style painted open armchair with gilt swag decoration and overstuffed seat, raised on square
tapered supports with H framed stretcher 94cm h x 59cm w x 46cm d (seat 32cm x 31cm) £40-60

Slight staining to the seat and frame slightly loose
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1028 An Art Deco crescent shaped inlaid figured walnut trinket box 12cm x 16cm x 9cm together with a Japanese
puzzle box 7cm x 16cm x 10cm and an Edwardian inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray 56cm w x 33cm d
£60-80

1029 A set of 4 Victorian mahogany balloon back dining chairs with carved shaped mid rails and over stuffed seats,
raised on cabriole supports 85cm h x 45cm x 40cm d (seat 31cm x 26cm) £50-75

All frames are loose and 1 has a damaged front leg

1030 A set of 4 Edwardian inlaid rosewood dining chairs with overstuffed seats raised on square tapered supports,
spade feet 80cm h x 44cm w x 40cm d (seat 26cm x 32cm) £30-50

All frames are loose, 2 have been bracketed with metal brackets

1031 A 1930's rectangular hardwood box with hinged lid, the interior fitted a tray 8cm h x 24cm w x 13cm d £30-50

1032 A Victorian rosewood trinket box with hinged lid and mother of pearl escutcheon 10cm h x 25cm w x 28cm d
£30-50

1033 A Moorish decagonal hardwood inlaid occasional table 54cm h x 48cm w x 48cm, together with 1 other 51cm h
x 48cm w x 50cm £40-60

Both tables have section of inlay missing throughout

1034 A circular William IV rosewood snap top dining table raised on turned column, triform base and bun feet 74cm
h x 136cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Split to the top, replacement bolts, small section of veneer missing to the edge

1035 A rectangular Regency mahogany snap top breakfast table raised on a pillar and tripod column ending in brass
caps and casters 71cm h x 138cm w x 88cm d £100-150

1036 An oak and Globe Wernicke style 4 tier bookcase, the upper section with moulded cornice above a cupboard
enclosed by panelled doors, further cupboard enclosed by panelled doors with recess above a fitted cupboard
enclosed by panelled doors, raised on an associated base 116cm h x 89cm w x 39cm d £120-150

Sun bleaching, light water damage and a ring mark

1037 An Art Deco square leatherette footstool with sunburst decoration 36cm h x 37cm w x 36cm d £40-60

Sight tear to the top, hinge to interior a/f

1038 A Harlequinn set of 2 pairs of Victorian Pugin style oak dining chairs, 2 with upholstered seats and backs in
rexine and 1 pair in blue fabric, 2 of the bases marked with metal catalogue plates "D1738", 88cm h x 46cm w
x 44cm d (inside seat 37cm w x 32cm d) £80-120

1 chair is damaged and has a section of timber missing to the foot

1039 A William IV rectangular crossbanded mahogany breakfast table, raised on turned and reeded supports with
triform base, paw feet 75cm h x 121cm w x 87cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Some light contact marks to the top and veneer lifting slightly

1040 A rectangular Chinese hardwood opium style coffee table, raised on shaped supports 28cm h x 75cm w x
40cm £60-80

Some water marks to the top

1041 A Victorian metal framed armchair upholstered in red buttoned material, raised on cabriole supports 82cm h x
56cm w x 51cm d (seat 33cm x 33cm) £60-80

Upholstery requires attention

1042 A Moorish, wire inlaid hardwood collectors cabinet, fitted 8 short drawers enclosed by a pair of panelled doors,
raised on bun feet 40cm h x 27cm w x 21cm d £50-75

Section of beading missing to the right hand edge, wire inlay to back is raising in places, section of timber
missing inside to the bottom left hand side of the door
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1043 A late Victorian oak show frame chaise longue with bobbin turned decoration, upholstered in floral material,
raised on turned supports 68cm h x 183cm l x 64cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

1044 A Victorian mahogany drop flap dining table, raised on turned supports 74cm h x 96cm w x 36cm when closed
x 122cm w when open £30-50

Some pitting, sun bleaching and scratching to the top which is warped

1045 A 19th Century rectangular plate over mantel mirror contained in a light oak Oxford frame 57cm x 94cm £50-75

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1046 An Italian walnut showframe open armchair, the seat and back upholstered in red material, raised on square
tapered supports 105cm h x 59cm w  50cm d (seat 33cm x 32cm) £40-60

Back was formerly caned, there is damage to the turning in places

1047 A 19th Century oval plate mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany frame with shaped cornice, inlaid a panel of
the seated Britannia lion 54cm h x 44cm w x 8cm d £50-75

A small section of timber missing to the left hand edge of the top and also the back

1048 G-Plan, a mid Century circular teak Astro coffee table with plate glass top 47cm h x 83cm diam. £100-150

Slight pitting and water marks in places

1049 A mid Century pair of chrome and leather armchairs, both with detachable cushions 73cm h x 56cm w x 52cm
d (seat 33cm x 45cm) £50-75

Some light corrosion to the chrome in places, scuffing to the leather cushions

1050 An ebonised Globe Wernicke 6 tier bookcase 188cm h x 86cm w x 27cm d £200-300

One of the top panels is cracked, a panel to the 3rd section is missing

1051 A Carlo Nason for Mazzega glass floor lamp, the mushroom shaped upper section opaque and the lower in
orange joined by a central aluminium rim 100cm h x 37cm w. The lamp is fully functional. ( photo centre pages
) £100-150

1052 A reproduction Arco floor lamp by Flos on marble base with polished metal frame and stainless steel
adjustable shade (the vender has shortened the extending frame by 10cm) £100-150

1053 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany show frame salon suite comprising sofa raised on outswept supports 92cm h x
123cm w x 54cm d (seat 108cm x 42cm) and a pair of open arm chairs 89cm h x 49cm w x 48cm d (seat 32cm
x 38cm) £80-120

All frames are loose and there are stains to the upholstery in places

1054 A Georgian mahogany corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by an astragal glazed
panelled door 111cm h x 71cm w x 49cm d £30-40

One panel of glass is cracked (on the left hand side, second from the top). There are 2 small chips to the
veneer to the right of the door. The catch to the lock on the door is missing. The cabinet is otherwise generally
in good condition.

1055 An 18th/19th Century elm ladder back carver chair with woven rush seat, raised on club supports 108cm h x
62cm w x 50cm d (seat 35cm x 30cm) £30-40

Frame loose, 2 screw holes to the top of the arms and the cane is showing signs of wear

1056 A pair of Edwardian carved walnut show frame open arm chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in green
material, raised on turned supports 100cm h x 67cm w x 65cm d (seat 42cm x 38cm) £40-60

Frames are loose, some staining in places to the seat

1057 An 18th/19th Century childs elm carver chair with vase shaped slat back and solid seat, raised on square
supports 67cm h x 38cm w x 30cm d (seat 26cm x 21cm) £60-80

Damage to the slat back and the seat, signs of old but treated worm in places, blacksmith repair to back right
leg and carpenters repair to the opposite leg
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1058 A 19th Century elm tub back chair with bobbin turned decoration, raised on turned supports and stretchers
80cm h x 55cm w x 46cm d (seat 33cm x 31cm) £30-50
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